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“ We

aim to achieve economic sustainable development primarily
relying on the economic openness to the world, the creation of an
attractive economic environment for investments and a stimulating
environment for businessmen to advance the implementation of
large-scale development projects in all sectors “

Sheikh Ahmed bin Humaid Al Nuaimi
Chairman of Department of Economic Development

DED Chairman Message
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“ Being the official portal for all investors and those wishing to enter

business sector and investment in Emirate of Ajman, DED seeks
to create an encouraging environment for business conduct, in
accordance with the global innovation, invention and excellence
standards and knowledge economy “

HE / Abdullah Ahmed Al Hamrani
Director General of Department of Economic Development

Director General’s Message
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DED is a local government department of Government of Ajman
which was reorganized by Emiri Decree No. (1) of 2015. The Department has been established to achieve the following objectives:

Achieve comprehensive and sustainable development in the emirate through
adopting the best economic and management practices at local, regional
and global scales, in the conduct of economic activities, and using the

latest technologies and state-of-the-art methods in collection of economic

information and data, and setting up plans to ensure the optimal use of
available financial and human resources and capacities

Providing the required infrastructure to achieve a diversified economy and
revenues in the emirate, and achieve sustainable development for all
economic sectors in the emirate

The economic promotion of the Emirate at local and external levels, and

the creation of a developed legislative environment and the best climate to

attract domestic and foreign investments, the proper information and data,
and the opportunity to use the latest technology, to identify all investment
opportunities available in the emirate in easy way

Raising awareness among public and business community in the Emirate,
and providing them with sufficient information and data on economic
activities highlights in and outside the emirate

Providing commercial protection, intellectual property protection, consumer

protection, and legislation that ensures a prosperous and stable economic
environment
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DED’s Overview

VISION
Competitive sustainable diversified economy based on knowledge and innovation by
2021

INSTITUTIONAL VALUES

Team spirit

MISION
Promote sustainable developmen through
future foresight, development of policies

and draft legislations, regulation, control

Excellence in

performance

Integrity and
transparency

Happiness and
positiveness

and economic marketing for the community
happiness using developed technologies

STRATEGIC GOALS
Supporting economic growth and promoting investment.
Promoting commercial control and consumer protection.
Improving environment for business doing.

Strategic Document
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The Service Guide is a general document that contains a
description of the main and ancillary services provided by
DED and an elaboration on requirements and steps customers
must take to obtain services, It specifically helps answer the
following questions:
What are the services made available to me?
Should any procedures be taken before applying for a specific service?
What documents are needed to apply for the service ? Are there any
alternatives if a specific document is not available?
Can another person apply on my behalf?
Do I need to be present in person at the Service Center for the submission
of documents required for this service?

Definitions
Guide

DED

Guide of Services provided by an entity to
customers

Ajman’s Department of Economic Development

Service
A series of activities or operations carried out by DED or other entities on its behalf in order to meet the
needs and expectations of its customers and add a specific value for customers

Service Category
It determines the type of service, whether main
service or subservice
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Text of the Guide

Main Service
Is a range of services provided by DED and
includes the subservices

Service Code
A service identification code composed of characters and numbers to distinguish each service from the
other

Sub-Service
means ser vices ancillar y to the main ser vices
depending on the customer or the ser vice
purpose

Service Center
The place where the authorized agent
receives customers and provide services

Service Correlation
Whether the service is linked to any services or require external approvals (e.g.: a construction permit
requires certain approvals and services from other entities such as Ajman Sewerage Company)

Service Beneficiary
The group which benefits from the service, including government, individuals, businesses. In case of more
than one group, they will be specified

Description of Service
A simple and accurate explanation that helps
customers understand the type and nature of
the service

Required Documents
The documents required by DED from customer
to receive the service

Name of Service
The name is used to introduce the service and
distinguishes it from other services

Fees
The sum of money payable by customer in
consideration of the service

Service Delivery Channels
A means of communication between customers and DED through which services are provided (e.g. faceto-face, smart application, website, etc.)

Definitions
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Conditions of Service
Laws and requirements specified by DED for service delivery (such as: the attainment of the age of 18
years old to obtain Driver’s License)

Authorized Agent
The private company or establishment authorized by DED to provide DED Services in accordance with
the Controls and Requirements specified herein

Number of Steps & Time Limit
Number of steps and time limit differ depending on the service delivery channels. For example: (a
traditional channel: the number of steps through which the customer went to complete the service
and the time consumed to receive the service ), ( digital channel: the number of clicks pressed by
customer to complete the digital service and the time consumed to receive the service)

Purpose of the Guide
The purpose of this Guide is to:
Introduce the services provided and contribute to the achievement of DED strategic goals, through the facilitation
of transactions of all kinds
Enable customers to avail of the different DED services by outlining the clear step customers should take and the
different channels they can use
Contribute directly to the facilitation of easy access of companies and establishments operating in business sector
to information on services provided by DED
Incentivize companies and establishments of all kinds and legal forms, through the discovery of procedures
relating to the areas of economic business of all its various activities and sectors, which enhances investment
in the emirate
Enable entities’ employees to understand the service delivery mechanism
Standardize service delivery procedures within DED and ensure the non-duplication and waste of resources
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Purpose of the Guide

Customer Happiness Charter

+

Positive Customer

=

+

Dedicated Entity

Proud Employee

Happiness Customer

“We work to make you happy“
Smile welcome
Outstanding First Impression
Respect & Courtesy
Good listening
Professionalism & Initiation to
provide support
Understanding & consideration
Positiveness
Innovation in service delivery
Dedication to customer happiness
Provide an outstanding experience to customer

“We work to make you happy“
Provide a welcoming environment that promotes happness
and positiveness culture
Provide fast and simplified
service
Provide service in a manner
that ensures customer comfort
Provide service in a manner
guaranteeing equity and fairness
Make customer happy with
the delivery of services exceeding his expectations
Listening to customers

“Help us make you happy“
The five behavioral features
for a positive customer:
Provide correct and up-todate information and documents
Provide constructive remarks
and innovative and positive
suggestions
Participate in service design
Contribute in service future
foresight
Share the happy and positive
experience with others

Engage customers in service
development
Sustainable innovation in delivery of future services
Work as one team to make
customer happy

Customer Happiness Charter
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info@ajmanded.ae

E-mail

www.ajmanded.ae

Website
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06-7033888

Telephone Exchange

06-7033889

Fax

Channels of Communication with DED

80070

Call Center

870 Ajman

PO Box

Ajmanded

Social Media

Ajmanded

Smart Application

Service Delivery Channels
Smart & Electronic Service Delivery Channels
Website

www.ajmanded.ae

Smart Application

Ajmanded

Traditional Channels “Customer Happiness Centers“
Name of the
Center

Location

Manama Service
Center

Ajman - Manama

Sanad Customer
Service Center

Ajman - Masfout

Tas-Heel Hajes
customer Center

Ajman – Ajman
Industrial Zone

Tasheel Tawasul
Center

Ajman – Mushrif
Commercial Area

Tasheel Information
Center

Ajman – Corniche
Area

Tasheel IQC Center

Ajman, Mushairef

Working Days

Working Hours

From: Sunday
To: Thursday

From: 7:30 AM
To: 2:30 PM

From: Sunday
To: Thursday

From: 7:30 AM
To: 2:30 PM

+
Saturday

From: 8:00 AM
To: 8:00 PM

Service Delivery Channels
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Economic Licenses

Legal Forms

UAE Nationals:
UAE nationals have the right to engage in all commercial, professional and
industrial activities after the fulfillment of all requirements and conditions,
They may conduct activities under any of the following forms:

Sole Proprietorship (Sole Establishment)
Limited Liability Company (LLC)
General Partnership
Simple Limited Partnership (Simple Commandite
Company/ Company Limited by Shares)
Public/Private Joint Stock Company
Civil Company

Legal Forms
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GCC Nationals:
Sole Proprietorship
Limited Liability Company (LLC)
All partners must be GCC nationals. In case there is one or more partners of other nationality,
at least 51% of the paid-up capital must be owned by UAE nationals

What activities that fall under LLC Form?
All commercial and industrial activities and most professional activities, except consultancy
activity which requires the approval of the regulator (regulatory entity) of this business
Public/ Private Joint Stock Company
All partners, who must not be less than three, should be of GCC nationality. In case there is one or
more partners of other nationality

GCC nationals have the right to engage in most commercial, professional and industrial activities upon fulfilment of all requirements and conditions (except Pilgrimage
and Umrah, commercial agencies, centers for disabled, nursing homes, community
service, printing press and newspaper and magazine publishing houses which are
reserved for Emiratis), They may conduct any activity under any of the following
legal forms:
At least 51% of the paid-up capital must be owned by one or more UAE partners

Example :

A GCC partner and expatriate partner require a UAE partner .

What activities fall under Public Joint Stock Company Form?
Commercial, industrial and professional activities

What activities fall under Private Joint Stock Company Form?
Commercial and industrial activities and some professional activities
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Legal Forms

Civil Company
A civil company can be incorporated by any two or more persons of GCC nationality
without the need for service agent. However, if the company has one or more partners
of other nationality, then a UAE national must be appointed as national service agent or
included as partner

Other Nationalities:
Sole Proprietorship (Sole Establishment)

Sole proprietorship can be formed to conduct only professional activities provided that
a UAE national is appointed as national service agent

Limited Liability Company (LLC)

LLC is incorporated for the conduct of any commercial or industrial activities and requires
that at least 51% of the paid-up capital be owned by one or more UAE nationals

What activities fall under LLC Form?
All commercial and industrial activities and most professional activities, except
consultancy activity which requires the approval of the regulator of this business
Private Joint Stock Company
A private joint stock company is established to conduct any commercial or industrial
activity and requires that at least 51% of the paid-up capital be owned by one or more
UAE nationals

What activities fall under Private Joint Stock Company Form?
Most commercial and industrial activities and some professional activities

Legal Forms
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Civil Company
Any two persons have the right to establish a civil company provided that a UAE national is appointed as national service agent or included as partner

Foreign Companies:
Foreign Company Branch
A branch of a foreign company may conduct indirect commercial activities - professional activities such as contracting activity – only commercial representation office

Limited Liability Company
LLC is incorporated for the conduct of any commercial or industrial activities and requires that at
least 51% of the paid-up capital be owned by one or more UAE nationals

What activities fall under LLC Form?
All commercial and industrial activities and most professional activities, except
consultancy activity which requires the approval of the regulatory entity
Private/Public Joint Stock Company
This type of companies is incorporated for the conduct of any commercial or industrial activities
and requires that at least 51% of the paid-up capital be owned by one or more UAE nationals

What activities fall under Public Joint Stock Company Form?
Commercial, industrial and professional activities

What activities fall under Private Joint Stock Company Form?
Most commercial and industrial activities and certain professional activities
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Legal Forms

Many legal forms and procedures require the same steps and
required documents for their completion.
The following is a list of such legal forms and procedures
according to the main procedure:
Registration of Companies & Establishments:

Establishments are owned by UAE nationals/ GCC nationals/ foreigners
1. Filling out the license application form through electronic (online) service or
customer happiness centers
2. Reserving the trade name through electronic (online) service or customer
happiness centers
3. Copy of passport and ID of UAE or GCC nationals/ Entry Visa
4. Approval of Federal Authority for Identity & Citizenship for foreigners
5. Approval of other government entities depending on the activity (high-risk)
6. Issuance and printout of license after payment of relevant fee
7. Applicant must be at least 21 years of age. For applicants under this age, a (court
letter stating trade permission) is required
8. Copy of Certificate of Commercial Registration for the parent company
9. Copy of Parent Company License
10. Copy of Contract of Establishment or Amendment thereto (for branches)
11. Contract of Establishment, duly attested, for companies of all types
12. Approval of other government entities for activities, if required
13. Contract of Mortgage between the mortgagor and mortgagee, duly notarized by
Notary Public
14. Copy of the License

General Information
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15. Undertaking that the License is not mortgaged
16. Investor account verification (if the account is not verified) for electronic
service user
17. Registration on the website/ smart mobile or login to the system for
employees
18. Securities & Commodities Authority
19. Duly notarized Service Agent / National Agent Contract for establishments
and civil companies fully (100%) owned by non-GCC residents, including a
UAE national agent. Following this, the license is issued and printed after
the payment of the relevant fee
20. Letter from the company or establishment requesting the temporary
suspension of the license
21. Report from inspection division at DED - Ajman
22. The cancellation of Establishment Card from the Ministry of Human
Resources & Emiratization
23. Letter from the lessor to add more than one license on the same location
24.

Copy of Contract of Establishment and Commercial Register duly attested
by the Embassy of the Country of Incorporation and the UAE Ministry of
Foreign Affairs

25. Board’s Resolution to open a branch for the company inside the emirate
along with an official authorization of the company’s representatives to
complete the procedures
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General Information
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General Requirements for the Conduct of Economic Activities in the Emirate

Fitting room (Men/ Ladies) is mandatory in
tailor shops and clothing stores

No activity should be conducted without
license or permit from DED

It is not permitted to stack goods in the shop

Establishment’s premises should not be
used as accommodation or for purposes
other than the conduct of the licensed
activity

It is not permitted to display goods outside
the shop
It is strictly prohibited to install installing
surveillance cameras in ladies beauty salons,
ladies tailor shops or private places and it is
mandatory to put a warning that (this area
is monitored by CCTV) for only licensed
activities
It is prohibited to smoke inside the shop
Posters should not be put on the façade of
the shop only after obtainment of permit,
and the advertisement area must not exceed
50% of the façade area
All vending machines should not be installed
only after the obtainment of the relevant
permit
It is prohibited to sell cigarettes to people
below the age of 18 years
It is strictly prohibited to sell or store fireworks
Natural herbal shops are not permitted to
give medical, treatment, drug or herbal
prescriptions.
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General Requirements

Amendment or alteration should be made
to the license details only after consent of
DED
Any change in Establishment’s location
(place of business) requires prior consent
of DED
Establishment should not have any secret
doors or rooms
Establishment should install a board on
the façade of the shop showing the working
hours

In case of warranty of spare parts, electric appliances or other products subject to warranty, the
purchaser must be notified in writing of the warranty coverage, warranty period and the causes that
result in warranty cancellation
Establishment should obtain prior permit for clearance
Precaution should be taken in cases of purchase from vehicles that do not carry any trade name or
do not issue any sale invoices; it is necessary to know the source of offered or sold goods

General Requirements
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It is mandatory to approach DED to get
the necessary permit for Establishment’s
warehouse
It is prohibited to sell or upload any
non-original software on hardware

Shop owner must display return and exchange policy in visible place

It is prohibited to sell or upload any software to open blocked websites

It is prohibited to promote, sell or display
any counterfeit goods or goods of unknown source

It is strictly prohibited to promote products
or services by phone

Contracting parties must comply with
agreement concluded between them

Any promotional or publicity campaign
for products, services and establishments
through social media requires prior permit

It is mandatory to comply with the laws on
consumer protection

Promotion of the store through brochures
or posters requires DED’s permit
It is prohibited to distribute a publicity
card in residential areas and public and
private facilities and on vehicles
It is prohibited to tint facades of stores situated in the ground floor, except medical
clinics and ladies’ salons
The license or permit should be placed in
a visible place in the store
Sales, promotional campaigns and advertisement permits require DED’s prior consent
Prices should be indicated on goods and
commodities
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Customer has the right to get purchase
invoice

General Requirements

It is prohibited to charge additional fees
for the use of credit cards
It is prohibited to conduct activity after
12:00 AM without permit
Production and expiry dates must be
shown on goods

Service prices must be indicated and consumer must be notified thereof before the service delivery
It is prohibited to install any products carrying counterfeit brands
Customer must receive a paper proving that the repair workshop received along with a
description of car scratch and dents
The workshop is liable for the vehicles in its possession during repair until their receipt by the customer

General Requirements
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Special Requirements for the Conduct of Economic
Activities in the Emirate:
Men/ Ladies Massage & Relax Centers
1. The total area of the place shall not be less than 2000 sq. ft and shall be a
commercial shop; the massage room not to be less than 150 sq. ft and not
to include any internal shower room
2. Massage room doors shall have A4 glass windows and shall not have any
locks
3. Shop area drawing shall show the distribution of massage rooms
4. It is not permitted to change the licensed place of business and shift to
another place without DED’s consent
5. It is not permitted to conduct the activity at any location without DED’s
license or permit
6. The sign board shall include the (Trade Name Ladies/ Gents) depending on
the activity
7. The trade name indicated on the signboard shall be identical to the tradename appearing in the License
8. Undertaking to observe all the requirements that must be met by the
Establishment printed on company’s letterhead and bearing the seal of
the company and the signature of the license holder or partner
9. No sales, clearance or offers are permitted without DED’s permit
10. No amendment or change can be made to the license details without DED’s
approval
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Special Requirements

Special Requirements for Trade Name Signboards and the Types thereof

Applications for signboards to be submitted through (calligraphers) registered in
the emirate only

Highlighting the approval of the agent for
the brand name in the case of advertising
in the signboard

Commitment to the form allocated to the
boards, recording all data, sizes and dimension of the board and development of
a sketch for the board

Undertaking by the company executing
the trade name signboard to abide by all
the mandatory requirements otherwise it
shall be accountable for violations

The consistency of the board with neighboring shops in the same building and
neighboring buildings in terms of space
and lengths and visibility in order to preserve the aesthetic view of the emirate

DED has the right to remove the signboard
through a specialized company at the expense of the Establishment’s owner in case
of non-compliance with the approved
specification after 15 days’ time limit

The total area of the board not to exceed
the total area of the interface for the shop

In case of change of location, application
for new permit is required and old board
to be removed

The board shall not overlap the shop area
Writing in correct Arabic language without spelling and grammar errors
Using Arabic language is compulsory in
signboards by at least 50%, taking into
account that it is to be in the right side of
the board
Commitment to the trade name contained
in the economic license
The signboard not to be fixed before
obtaining approval from DED
Signboards must take into account the
public morals and Islamic rules

In case of change of trade name, application for new permit to be submitted
and the old board to be removed without
overwriting thereon
In case of cancellation of license, the
Establishment owner must remove the
board and submit a picture of the shop
before and after removal
In case the company does not want to
renew the permit, it must remove the
board and inform DED thereof
Signboards on glass facade for the stores
shall not exceed 50% of the interface area,
taking into account the clarity of vision

Special Requirements
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Economic Licenses Services

First:

Trade Name Reservation

Name of Service

Reservation of Trade Name

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

The name used by the trader in order to distinguish his
establishment or company from other commercial
establishments

Category & Type of Service:

Sub-service
Procedural

Individual

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment
Companies

Selecting the legal form and activities to be added to the
license and selecting the trade name

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Attaching the required documents and getting initial
approval
Providing external approvals, if any, depending on the
nature of activity
Paying fees and getting the trade name reservation
certificate

Trade Name Reservation
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Reservation of a trade name AED 200
Initial Approval AED 100
Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
Reservation of the trade name is extended for two months up to a
maximum of twice before the expiry of the date

Fees :

Reservation of the trade name up to a maximum of one day at a
fee of AED 200
Fees relating to trade names indicative of a neighborhood, trade
mark or Arabized trade name AED 1000 annually
Fees relating to trade names featuring acronyms or the word “Gulf”
AED 2000 annually (Ajman, Dubai, A.B, etc.)
Fess relating to foreign or numeric trade names AED 2000 annually

Service Correlation with
other Services :

Issuance of Commercial License

Partners ( Service Plan ) :

N/A

Smart Application

Service Delivery Channels :

DED’s website
Customer Happiness Ceners
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Forms used in Service
Delivery :

License Application EA-1-1-F1

Service Delivery
Duration :

10 min

Limitation of the
Service :

N/A

Trade Name Reservation

Trade Name Reservation
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Terms and conditions of Trade Name Reservation

The trade name must not contain obscene or indecent words and should not be
offensive to the general public
The trade name must not include God’s name, or any of his divine attributes, i.e. Al
Qader, Al Ali Al Razzaq, etc
If the name of the company includes a name of natural person, then this person
must be a partner or owner of the license
Family name can be used only if the first name is added. For example: “Yousef Al
Tamimi ” cannot be “Al Tamimi Trading” but needs to be changed to “Yousef Al
Tamimi General Trading”
Trade names should not be translated. E.g. if the trade name in Arabic is “”ﺿﻮﺀ ﺍﻟﻘﻤﺮ
then it should be phonetically translated to “DAW ALQAMAR”
The trade name should not include a name of country, government organization,
capital, city or landmark, such as “UAE, Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman, Um Quwain, Ras Al Khaimah, Fujairah, Burj Khalifa, Burj Al Arab, Zaabil, Al Wasl”
The trade name must reflect the company’s commercial activity
Trade names of General Partnership Companies must contain the name of one or
all partners and must include the expression “and partners” ; innovative or special
names can be used
Trade names of LLCs must be derived from the object of the company or from the
name of one or more shareholders and must be followed by the expression “LLC”
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Terms and Conditions

Trade name of One Person Company must be associated with the name of its owner
and followed by the expression “ONE PERSON COMPANY L.L.C“ (owned by Ahmed
Al Housani One Person Company LLC)
The trade names of shareholding companies must be derived from the objects of
the company and should not include the name of a natural person unless the object
of the company consists concerns the investment in the patent in his name or if the
company acquires a trade name or obtain the right of its use. The trade name of
the company must be followed by the expression “Private Joint Stock Company” or
“Public Joint Stock Company”
The trade name must not include a prohibited name such as the name of any
international political organizations or sectarian or religious organizations
The trade name must not contain any punctuation marks
DED reserves the right to impose fines on violations of names in the previous years
DED has the right to cancel or change the name of the company if it is similar to
another existing name, subject to precedence in obtainment of the trade name
The trade name must not be similar to the name of any trademarks registered with
the Ministry of Economy or any government trade names or projects
The trade name must be genuine and should not mislead public
The trade name must be shown on the façade of the store and visible

Terms and Conditions
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Second:

Issuance of Commercial License

Establishment of Sole Proprietorships (Sole Establishments):
Name of Service

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

Establishment of Sole Proprietorships
The Sole Proprietorship is a business owned by one
individual for the conduct of an economic activity
(commercial, professional, industrial, agricultural), and has
a financial liability linked to that of its owner who assumes
full liability for all the liabilities of the establishment
UAE nationals and GCC nationals may have the right to own
sole proprietorship
Other nationalities (non-GCC expatriates) have the right to
own a sole proprietorship provided that they appoint a national service agent

Sub-service

Service Category & Type:

Procedural
Individual
Establishment

Service Beneficiary:

Companies

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Reserving the trade name through available channels via
electronic services or DED’s Service Centers
Paying fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Sending the output by email
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Issuance of Commerical License

Authentication of lease contracts from Municipality &
Planning Department in Ajman
Approval of General Department of Civil Defense

Terms & Conditions:

UAE nationals and GCC nationals have the right to own a sole
proprietorship
Other nationalities (non-GCC expatriates) have the right
to own a sole proprietorship provided that they appoint a
national service agent
Approval of other government entities depending on activity

Fees for issuance/ renewal of commercial licenses AED 600
Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
Fees for Permit to Install the Trade Name Signboard AED 350
Fees for Entry into the Commercial Register AED 200
Fees for Entry into the Consolidated Economic Activities
Register AED 200
Fees:

Fees for Issuance of Commercial Registration Certificate
AED 200
Fees for Approval of Signboard Specification Model AED 100
Fees for Authentication of Service Agency Contract AED 250
Fees for Appointment of Service Agent for the License
AED 700
Service Agency Contract Form AED 100
Subject to the collection of Ajman Chamber of Commerce &
Industry System Fees

Issuance of Commerical License
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

Municipality & Planning Department

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Website

Service Delivery
Channels:

Smart Application
Customer Happiness Centers
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Service Delivery
Duration:

License Application EA-1-1-F1

Limitation of the
Service:

10 min

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

N/A

Issuance of Commerical License

Establishment of Civil Company:
Name of Service

Establishment of Civil Company
A civil company is a business owned by two or more partners
to conduct professional activities such as tailoring, beauty
salon, consultancy, training, etc

Who have the right to own Civil Company?
Civil Company may only conduct professional activities and
is 100% owned by professional partners irrespective of their
nationality
UAE nationals may be partner in the civil company

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

A foreign company may be a partner in the civil company so
long as its activity is identical to the profession conducted by
the civil company

Most civil companies require a local service agent if the license does not include a UAE partner. The local service
agent is a UAE national who undertakes the licensing
requirements and other matters relating to government
requirements for the completion of license owner business
against specific annual fees
Local service agent shall not assume any liability for the
business of license owner or any financial liability to the
Company or its activities in the emirate or elsewhere
A form of Service Agency Agreement is available and shows
the relationship and obligations of license owner to the
local service agent. Such agreement must be authenticated
with DED

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Individuals

Issuance of Commerical License
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Trade name reservation
Payment of fees

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Signature of Civil Business Partnership Contract
Electronic archiving of documents
Sending the output by email
Approval of other government entities depending on the
activity (high-risk)

UAE nationals have the right to conduct all activities under
this legal form subject to the fulfillment of all requirements
and conditions
Two or more GCC nationals may establish a civil company to
conduct a professional activity without the need for local
service agent

Terms & Conditions:

If one or more partners are non-GCC nationals, then a UAE
national must be appointed as local service agent or be
included as partner with any shareholding whatsoever
If the partner is a body corporate, the activity conducted
shall be identical to the activity of the company
Two persons of other nationalities may establish a civil
works company provided that a UAE national must be appointed as local service agent or be included as partner
with any shareholding whatsoever
The agent can be a legal person fully owned by UAE nationals
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Issuance of Commerical License

Issuance/ Renewal of Commercial Licenses AED 600
Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
Authentication of Civil Business Partnership Contract
AED 250
Fees:

Civil Business Partnership Contract Template AED 100
Approval of Signboard Specification Model AED 100
Permit for Installation of Trade Name Signboard AED 350
Subject to the collection of Ajman Chamber’s System fees

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

License Application EA-1-1-F1

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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LLC Establishment:
Name of Service

Establishment of LLC

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

LLC Company is a company formed by no less than two and
no more than fifty partners. Each partner shall be liable in
proportion to his shareholding into the capital, Shares are
not represented by negotiable instruments

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural
Individual

Service Beneficiary :

Company
Establishment
Trade Name Reservation
Security clearance for concerned parties

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Payment of fees
Authentication of Company’s Contract of Establishment with
Authentications Office
Electronic archiving of documents
Sending the output by email

LLC may conduct any legal activity, except insurance and
banking business

Terms & Conditions:

The company may not resort to public offering to form or
increase its capital or to get loans, The company may not
issue negotiable shares or bonds
The company must have a sufficient capital to achieve its
object; the capital shall be determined by the partners and
shall consist of equal indivisible shares
Profits and losses are distributed among shares equally unless the contract otherwise specifies
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The share of each partner shall devolve upon his heir; the
legator is deemed as heir
LLC is managed by one or more directors elected from
among partners or others provided that they do not exceed
11
All commercial, industrial and touristic activities and most
professional activities
Directors are appointed in the Contract of Establishment of
the company or a separate contract for a specific or indefinite term. If the directors are not appointed in the manner
specified in the above paragraph, then they shall be appointed by the general assembly of shareholders
Unless the company’s Contract of Establishment defines
the authority of the director, the company’s director shall
have full power to manage the same and his actions shall
be binding upon the company provided that they are supported by the statement of the status he deals with, He
shall also be liable in the same way as the Directors of a
joint stock company and each condition in the company’s
Contract of Establishment to the contrary remains applicable
UAE and GCC nationals may establish LLCs
Other nationals may incorporate an LLC to conduct any
commercial, industrial activities or certain professional or
tourism activities provided that at least 51% of the paid-up
capital is owned by one or more UAE partners
Companies established outside or inside the UAE may establish an LLC to conduct commercial, industrial activities
or some professional or tourism activities provided that at
least 51% of the paid-up capital is owned by one or more
UAE or GCC nationals and provided that partners are of
UAE nationality
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Issuance/ Renewal of Commercial Licenses AED 600
Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
Permit for Installing Trade Name Signboard AED 350
Entry in Commercial Register AED 200
Entry in Consolidated Economic Activities Register AED 200
Approval of the Signboard Specification Model AED 100
Fees for Authentication of a contract of specified amount
depend on the capital mentioned in the contract, AED 50
is charged on each page if the contract is translated into
English

Fees:

Fees relating to Social Contribution of Companies and
Establishments into CSR UAE Fund AED 1500
Publication of LLC Official Instrument with Ministry of
Economy AED 3000
Issuance of Commercial Registration Certificate AED 200
Subject to the collection of Ajman Chamber System fees

Service Correlation with
other Services:

MOA “Authentications”

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:
Forms used in Service
Delivery:
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Website
Customer Happiness Centers

License Application EA-1-1-F1
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Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Incorporation of Simple Limited Partnership:
Name of Service

Incorporation of Simple Limited Partnership

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

This type of company has one or more active partners personally and jointly liable for the obligations of the company
and having trader’s status and one or more limited partners
who are liable for the obligations of the company only in
proportion to their shares into the capital and do not have
trader’s status

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural
Individual

Service Beneficiary:

Company
Establishment
Trade Name Reservation
Security clearance for concerned parties

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Payment of fees
Authentication of Company’s Contract of Establishment with
Authentications Office
Electronic archiving of documents
Sending the output by email
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Any natural or legal person may be a limited partner in the
company limited by shares
The trade name of the company must include one or more
names of active partners followed by the legal form of the
company, unless the company has its own trade name

Terms & Conditions:

The trade name must not include the name of the limited
partner ; if the name of the limited partner is included in
the trade name with the knowledge of such partner; then he
shall be considered as active partner, and not for good faith
The simple limited partnership shall be governed by all
provisions of General Partnership Companies in respect
of joint partners
The company is managed only by the active partners unless
the contract of the establishment provides for the majority
The company can conduct most industrial, commercial and
professional activities

Issuance/ Renewal of Commercial Licenses AED 600
Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
Permit for Installing the Trade Name Signboard AED 350
Entry in Commercial Register AED 200
Entry in Consolidated Economic Activities Register AED 200
Approval of the Signboard Specification Model AED 100

Fees:

Fees for Authentication of a contract of specified amount
depend on the capital mentioned in the contract, AED 50
is charged on each page if the contract is translated into
English
Fees relating to Social Contribution of Companies and
Establishments into CSR UAE Fund AED 1500
Publication of LLC Official Instrument with Ministry of
Economy AED 3000
Issuance of Commercial Registration Certificate AED 200
Subject to the collection of Ajman Chamber’s System fees
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

MOA “Authentications”

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Website
Customer Happiness Centers

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

License Application EA-1-1-F1

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Incorporation of One Person Company:

Name of Service

Incorporation of One Person Company

Description ( Simple
Explanation of the Service):

One person company is a company owned by only one person of UAE nationality or GCC nationality and owned by a
UAE or GCC legal or moral person. this company is similar
to the sole proprietorship but differs in some provisions,
mainly that One Person Company has liability limited in proportion to the share of the sole shareholder, This company is
governed by LLC provisions

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural
Individual

Service Beneficiary:

Companies
Natural or legal persons
Trade Name Reservation

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Payment of fees
Authentication of Company’s Contract of Establishment
Electronic archiving of documents
Sending the output by email

One person of UAE or GCC nationality, whether natural or
legal may incorporate and own an LLC, abbreviated to LLC

Terms & Conditions:

The name of the company must be associated with the name
of its owner and followed by “one person Company LLC”
Other nationalities may not establish one person LLC
The company shall be governed by the laws of LLCs (See the
conditions and laws relating to LLCs)
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All commercial and industrial activities and most professional
activities, except consultancy activities that require approval
of the regulatory entity

Issuance/ Renewal of Commercial Licenses AED 600
Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
Permit for Installing the Trade Name Signboard AED 350
Entry in Commercial Register AED 200
Approval of the Signboard Specification Model AED 100

Fees:

Fees for Authentication of a contract of specified amount
depend on the capital mentioned in the contract, AED 50 is
charged on each page if the contract is translated into English
Publication of LLC Official Instrument with Ministry of
Economy AED 3000
Fees relating to Social Contribution of Companies and Establishments in CSR UAE Fund AED 1500
Entry in Consolidated Economic Activities Register AED 200
Issuance of Commercial Registration Certificate AED 200
Subject to the collection of Ajman Chamber’s System fees
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

MOA “Authentications”

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

License Application EA-1-1-F1

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Incorporation of Public Joint Stock Company:
Name of Service

Incorporation of Public Joint Stock Company

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

The Public joint stock company is a company with capital divided into equal negotiable shares. The founders subscribe
to part of such shares while the remaining shares are offered
for public; the partner is liable only within the limits of his
shares in the capital

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural
Individual

Service Beneficiary:

Company
Establishment
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Trade Name Reservation
Security clearance for concerned parties

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Payment of fees
Authentication of Company’s Contract of Establishment with
Authentications Office
Electronic archiving of documents
Sending the output by email

The trade name of the company must be derived from its
object and cannot be a name of a natural person unless the
object of the company is to invest in a patent registered in
the name of such person or if the company acquires after
its incorporation or thereafter a store or takes its name. In
any case, the name of the company shall be followed by
“Public Joint Stock Company”, The public joint stock company may not have a name identical or similar to the name
of another company; otherwise, the other company may
request the administrative entity or the competent judicial
authority to oblige the company to change such name
The company shall have no less than three partners of GCC
nationality

Terms & Conditions:

GCC nationals may exercise most commercial, professional
and industrial activities upon fulfillment of requirements
and conditions (except Haj and Umrah services, commercial agencies, centers for disabled, nursing homes, community service, printing press and newspaper and magazine
publishing houses which are reserved for Emiratis)
The capital of the company must be sufficient to achieve
the purpose for which it was established and may in no
event be less than UAE thirty million
The founders must choose among them a committee of
no less than three members to undertake incorporation
and registration procedures with the competent entities
and these members shall be fully liable for the correctness,
accuracy and completeness of all documents, studies and
reports submitted to the concerned entities in relation to
incorporation, licensing and registration of the company
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The committee of founders shall appoint a financial consultant, a legal advisor and auditor for subscription
Subscribers shall subscribe to no less than 30% and no more
than 70% of the issued capital before the public offering of
remaining shares
Company’s capital shall be divided in shares of equal nominal
value of One Dirham each and no more than AED 100, Upon
incorporation, no shares may be issued at less than their
nominal value along with the issue expenses. All shares of
the company shall confer equal rights and equal obligations
Shares are nominal and it is not permitted to issue any
bearer shares. Shares shall be negotiable, Dividends
whose form and provisions are determined by the company’s contract of establishment may be nominal or
bearer
All commercial, industrial and professional activities

Issuance/ Renewal of Commercial Licenses AED 600
Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
Permit for Installing the Trade Name Signboard AED 350
Entry in Commercial Register AED 200
Entry in Consolidated Economic Activities Register AED 200
Approval of the Signboard Specification Model AED 100
Fees for Authentication of a contract of specified amount
depend on the capital mentioned in the contract, AED 50
is charged on each page if the contract is translated into
English

Fees:

Fees relating to Social Contribution of Companies and
Establishments into CSR UAE Fund AED 1500
Publication of LLC Official Instrument with Ministry of Economy AED 3000
Issuance of Commercial Registration Certificate AED 200
Subject to the collection of Ajman Chamber’s System fees
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

MOA “Authentications”

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Website
Customer Happiness Centers

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

License Application EA-1-1-F1

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Incorporation of Private Joint Stock Company:
Name of Service

Incorporation of Private Joint Stock Company

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

The private joint stock company has no less than three and
no more than two hundred partners; its capital is divided in
nominal shares of equal value and fully paid

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural
Individual

Service Beneficiary:

Company
Establishment
Trade Name Reservation
Security clearance for concerned parties

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Payment of fees
Authentication of Company’s Contract of Establishment with
Authentications Office
Electronic archiving of documents
Sending the output by email

Terms & Conditions:
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One legal person may incorporate and own a private joint
stock company. The capital owner shall be liable for the
company’s obligations only within the limit of the capital
mentioned in its Contract of Establishment, The name of th
company must be derived from the expression (One Person
Private Joint Stock Company (to which provisions of private
joint stock company apply)

Partners must not be less than three and of GCC nationality,
In case there is any partner of other nati onality, the following conditions apply
1. GCC nationals may exercise most commercial, professional and industrial activities upon fulfillment of requirements
and conditions (except Haj and Umrah services, commercial
agencies, centers for disabled, nursing homes, community
service, print press and newspaper and magazine publishing
houses which are restricted to Emiratis)
2. The shares of such companies are not subject to public
offering
3. The company’s issued capital must not be less than AED
5 Million
Private joint stock company may convert to public joint
stock company if the following conditions are met:
1. The value of shares or stock issued must have been paid in
full or the shares of partners must be fully paid
2. Two consecutive years must have lapsed since incorporation
3. The company shall have made net profits distributable
among shareholders at an average not less than 10% of the
capital during the two last years prior to the request for
conversion
4. Issuance of a special resolution or similar decision to
convert the company to joint stock company
All commercial and industrial activities and most professional activities
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Issuance/ Renewal of Commercial Licenses AED 600
Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
Permit for Installing the Trade Name Signboard AED 350
Entry in Commercial Register AED 200
Entry in Consolidated Economic Activities Register AED 200
Approval of the Signboard Specification Model AED 100

Fees:

Fees for Authentication of a contract of specified amount
depend on the capital mentioned in the contract, AED 50
is charged on each page if the contract is translated into
English
Fees relating to Social Contribution of Companies and
Establishments into CSR UAE Fund AED 1500
Publication of LLC Official Instrument with Ministry of
Economy AED 3000
Issuance of Commercial Registration Certificate AED 200
Subject to the collection of Ajman Chamber’s System fees
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

MOA “Authentications”

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Website
Customer Happiness Centers

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

License Application EA-1-1-F1

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Incorporation of General Partnership Company:
Name of Service

Incorporation of General Partnership Company
It is a company owned and managed by two or more persons
who contribute with their own funds, Partners share profits
of the company and Jointly assume losses

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

The partnership is different from the joint stock company in
terms of taxation, where tax is not directly assessed on profits
but is assessed on each partner after distribution of partners in
proportion to their shareholding in the company, and according to the legal status of the general partnership company partners may be subject to more liability For joint stock
companies, where each partner in a general partnership company is liable for company’s debts and losses

Sub-service
Procedural
Individual
Companies
Trade Name Reservation
Payment of fees

Steps for receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Electronic archiving of documents
Authentication of commercial company MOA with authentications office
Sending the output by email
Approval of other government entities depending on the
activity (high-risk)

Terms & Conditions:

Each partner is a trader and the bankruptcy of the company
results in bankruptcy of all partners
Shares of partners may not be represented in negotiable
instruments
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All partners must be of UAE nationality
The company name consists of the names of all partners
and may be restricted to one or more names of partners
with the addition of (and partners) or any other expression
reflecting this meaning provided that the name ends with
(General Partnership Company) indicating the existence
of the company, The company may have its specific trade
name provided that it is identical to its name under which
it was registered
If the name of the company includes a name of a person
other than a partner while knowing this, such person shall
be jointly liable for the obligations of the company
Partners are jointly liable in all their funds for the liabilities of
the company
The company can conduct most industrial, commercial and
professional activities
The company shall be managed by all partners and each
partner in a general partnership company is deemed as
agent for the company and for other partners in relation
to the company’s business unless the management is entrusted to any partner by virtue of the partnership contract
or a separate contract

Issuance / Renewal of Commercial Licenses AED 600
Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
Permit for Installing the Trade Name Signboard AED 350
Entry in Commercial Register AED 200
Entry in Consolidated Economic Activities Register AED 200
Issuance of Commercial Registration Certificate AED 200

Fees:

Approval of the Signboard Specification Model AED 100
Fees for Authentication of a contract of specified amount
depend on the capital mentioned in the contract, AED 50
is charged on each page if the contract is translated into
English
Publication of the official instrument of the General Partnership Company with the Ministry of Economy AED 2000
Fees relating to Social Contribution of Companies and
Establishments into CSR UAE Fund AED 1500
Subject to the collection of Ajman Chamber’s System fees
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

License Application EA-1-1-F1

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Incorporation of Branches of GCC Companies:
Name of Service

Incorporation of Branches of GCC Companies

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

Companies headquartered in any UAE emirate and wishing to
open branches in other emirates may do that provided that
the Companies Law is applied upon their registration in the
specific emirate (for commercial and industrial companies)

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Individual
Companies
Trade Name Reservation

Steps for receiving
the Service
(Customer Journey):

Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Sending the output by email
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Terms & Conditions:

All commercial and industrial activities and most professional
activities

Renewal of Economic Licenses AED 600
Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
Permit for Installing the Trade Name Signboard AED 350
Entry in Commercial Register AED 200

Fees:

Entry in Consolidated Economic Activities Register AED 200
Issuance of Commercial Registration Certificate AED 200
Approval of the Signboard Specification Model AED 100
Fees relating to Social Contribution of Companies and
Establishments into CSR UAE Fund AED 1500
Subject to the collection of Ajman Chamber’s System fees
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

License Application EA-1-1-F1

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Branches of Foreign Companies:
Name of Service

Incorporation of Branches of Foreign Companies

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

A branch of a foreign company which conducts business
identical to the parent company’s business provided that the
direct commercial and industrial activities are not conducted
unless after the consent of the competent authority

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural
Individual

Service Beneficiary:

Companies
Establishments
Trade Name Reservation

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Security clearance for concerned parties
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Sending the output by email

Terms & Conditions:

All commercial and industrial activities and most professional
activities
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Issuance/ Renewal of Commercial Licenses AED 600
Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
Permit for Installing the Trade Name Signboard AED 350
Entry in Commercial Register AED 200

Fees:

Entry in Consolidated Economic Activities Register AED 200
Approval of the Signboard Specification Model AED 100
Fees relating to Social Contribution of Companies and
Establishments into CSR UAE Fund AED 1500
Issuance of Commercial Registration Certificate AED 200
Subject to the collection of Ajman Chamber’s System fees
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Website
Customer Happiness Centers

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

License Application EA-1-1-F1

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Branch of a UAE Establishment or Company headquartered in any
other Emirate of the State:

Name of Service

Branch of a UAE establishment or company

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

The branches of companies existing and licensed in any emirate of the State except free zones, and which can conduct
activities mentioned in the parent company’s license in line
with Ajman DED’s Laws

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural

Individual

Service Beneficiary:

Company
Establishment

Trade Name Reservation

Steps for receiving
the Service
(Customer Journey):

Security clearance for concerned parties
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Sending the output by email

Terms & Conditions:

All commercial and industrial activities and most professional
activities
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Issuance/ Renewal of Commercial Licenses AED 600
Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
Permit for Installing the Trade Name Signboard AED 350
Entry in Commercial Register AED 200
Entry in Consolidated Economic Activities Register AED 200

Fees:

Approval of the Signboard Specification Model AED 100
Fees relating to Social Contribution of Companies and
Establishments into CSR UAE Fund AED 1500
Issuance of Commercial Registration Certificate AED 200
Subject to the collection of Ajman Chamber’s System fees

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:
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Website
Customer Happiness Centers

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

License Application EA-1-1-F1

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Branch of a Company operating in any Free Zones in the UAE:
Name of Service

Branch of Company operating in any Free Zones
in the UAE

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

The branches of companies based in free zones in all emirates
of the State

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural
Individual

Service Beneficiary:

Company
Establishment

Trade Name Reservation

Steps for receiving
the Service
(Customer Journey):

Security clearance for concerned parties
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Sending the output by email

Company 100% owned by GCC national may open branch
without approval of Ministry of Economy and does not need
an agent

Terms & Conditions:

Companies in which Emiratis hold less than 51% of capital
and wishing to open branches must approach the Ministry of
Economy and needs to appoint a company agent, This resolution also applies to representation offices in free zones that
conduct only commercial and industrial activities
Companies 100% owned by foreigners and wishing to open
branches must approach Ministry of Economy and needs to
appoint a company agent. This resolution also applies to
representation offices in free zones that conduct only
commercial and industrial activities
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Companies incorporated in free zones may enter as party
to establish a company in Ajman as follows:
1. If 100% owned by UAE nationals, they can own 51% of share
capital
2. Companies with foreign partners may hold only 49% in
companies they wish to incorporate and certificate of
confirmation of shareholding of such partners
3. For foreign companies operating in free zones, branches can
be opened only by the parent company
All commercial industrial activities and most professional
activities

Issuance/ Renewal of Commercial Licenses AED 600
Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
Permit for Installing the Trade Name Signboard AED 350
Entry in Commercial Register AED 200
Entry in Consolidated Economic Activities Register AED 200

Fees:

Approval of the Signboard Specification Model AED 100
Fees relating to Social Contribution of Companies and
Establishments into CSR UAE Fund AED 1500
Issuance of Commercial Registration Certificate AED 200
Subject to the collection of Ajman Chamber’s System fees
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Issuance of Commerical License

Service Delivery
Channels:

Website
Customer Happiness Centers

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

License Application EA-1-1-F1

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Issuance of E-trade License:
Name of Service

E-trade License

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

A program encouraging UAE male and female nationals,
in particular the people of emirate of Ajman, to invest and
conduct economic activities online (social media)

Service Category & Type:
Service Beneficiary:

Steps for receiving
the Service
(Customer Journey):

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment

Economic process for E-trader license starts with the service
employee login in case of submission of the application
through service center or an authorized agent center or by
the successful login to online service
Entry and confirmation of application details by the applicant,
as applicable in DED
Attachment of required documents by the concerned party
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Verification of working rules defined in the system as
applicable in DED’s electronic system subject to changes
in Chamber’s fees by reduction of E-trader license fees
Correction of application form errors by customer or
employee according to the service delivery mechanism
Issuance of valid receipt permission
Payment and collection of fees
Issuing receipt voucher after successful collection of fees
The System issues the economic license and sends it by
email to customer

E-All fees shall be paid using E-Dirham System applicable
internally in the DED All employees of the authorized agent
shall be able to complete all economic procedures; the work
is regulated in administrative manner according to each authorized agent
E-trader license is subject to economic violations or fines
E-trade name reservation is exempted from economic fines
or violations
Trade name reservation, initial approval and issuance of
license are merged in one process

Terms & Conditions:

Lease contract is excluded in E-trader license process
Details of place of business of the establishments are excluded and are not added on renewal
Economic activities available for the service are the list of
approved current activities that do not require approvals;
such activities may be amended later by Commercial Registration Department
The applicant should be domiciled in emirate of Ajman in
his own place of residence (owner or tenant) or with a first
degree relative, and should have a specific address in the
emirate as per the applicable rules
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Security clearances, if any, shall be added as attachment to the
application at the risk of the customer
Only once license shall be issued to the applicant for
licensing
The legal form of the body corporate which was granted
the license to conduct economic activity through electronic
means shall be sequential in line with the licenses issued in
this respect
The process is completed without application verification or
approval with application being subsequently subject to verification
Printing the license after payment of fees and addition of
watermark (E-trader license) with addition of a remark that
the license was issued without lease contract and without
Contract of Establishment in case of LLCs

Advertisements in social media
Protection of trade name
Permitting the project owner to participate in exhibitions and
conferences
Benefiting from bank offers
Features of E-trade License:

Enhancing customer confidence
Getting Ajman Chamber’smembership which facilitates
import and export process
Display of products in consumption stores
Temporary recruitment services
Training & workshops
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Trade Name Reservation AED 200
Issuance/ Renewal of Commercial Licenses AED 600
Initial approval AED 100

Fees:

Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
Chamber Membership fees AED 500
Distinctive trade name (optional for customer) AED 1000,
AED 2000 or AED 3000 maximum
Subject to the collection of Ajman Chamber’s System fees
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

Municipality & Planning Department

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Online service
DED’s Service Outsourcing Centers

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

License Application EA-1-1-F1

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Instant (Halan) License:
Name of Service

Instant (Halan) License

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

It aims to encourage investment in the emirate and attract
more investors to exercise economic activity in the emirate
for one year, following which conditions regarding the contract of establishment and lease contract from the second
year upon renewal are required

Sole Proprietorship

Service Category & Type:

LLC
One Person Company
Individuals

Service Beneficiary:

Establishments
Companies

The economic process for Instant Halan License starts with
the service employee’s login in case of submission of the
application through service center or an authorized agent
center or by the successful login to online service
Entry of new details of the economic application for issuance
of Instant Halan License

Steps for receiving
the Service
(Customer Journey):

Confirmation of application details by the applicant, as
applicable in DED
Attachment of required documents by the concerned party
Verification of the rules defined in the system as applicable in
DED’s electronic system
Correction of application form errors by customer or employee according to the service delivery mechanism
Issuance of valid receipt permission
Payment and collection of fees
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Issuing receipt voucher after successful collection of fees
The System issues the economic license and sends it by
email to customer

Application of Instant Halan License to several economic
activities that do not require external approvals according
to the list of approved economic activities in this respect
E-All fees shall be paid using E-Dirham System applicable
internally in the DED
Trade name reservation, initiation approval and issuance of
license are merged in one process
Lease contract is excluded for one year provided that no
renewal is completed without lease contract; lease contract details to be generated from Municipality & Planning
Department’s system – lease contracts are mandatory on
renewal

Terms & Conditions:

Details of the place of business of the Establishment are
excluded and added later on renewal
LLC MOAs are excluded for one year; no renewal is made
without MOA
Process fees: fees are calculated according to the mechanism for fees defined in the ordinary application for issuance subject to the collection of fees of Ajman Chamber’s
System according to the currently applicable procedures
The process is completed without application verification
or approval with application being subsequently subject to
verification
Printing of the license after the payment of fees and addition
of watermark (Instant License) (Halan), with addition of remark that the license was issued without lease contract
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Issuance/ Renewal of Commercial Licenses AED 600
Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
Permit for Installing the Trade Name Signboard AED 350
Entry in Commercial Register AED 200

Fees:

Entry in Consolidated Economic Activities Register AED 200
Approval of the Signboard Specification Model AED 100
Authentication of a contract or an instrument of a less or
more value depending on the capital
Fees relating to Social Contribution of Companies and Establishments into CSR UAE Fund AED 1500
Issuance of Commercial Registration Certificate AED 200
Subject to the collection of Ajman Chamber’s System fees
Authentications (LLC MOAs are excluded for one year; no
renewal is made without MOA)

Service Correlation with
other Services:

Lease contract (exemption from lease contract for one
year provided that no renewal is completed without lease
contract; lease contract details to be generated from Municipality & Planning Department’s system – lease contracts required on renewal)
Website

Service Delivery
Channels:

Smart Application

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

N/A

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Customer Happiness Centers
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Business Center License:
Name of Service

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

Legal Form:
Service Beneficiary:

Business Center
A specialized office of a specific area that does not allow its
division into small properties or its sale but can be divided
from inside to open, semi-closed or fully closed spaces or divided by partitions providing privacy and allowing their lease
to individual offices, specialized offices or group offices for a
company or group of companies and local representatives of
big companies
All legal forms
UAE or GCC investor
Expatriate or foreign investor
The economic process for business center license starts
with the service employee’s login in case of submission
of application through service center or authorized agent
center or by the successful login to online service
Entry of the new details of the economic application for
issuance of business center license
Confirmation of application details by the applicant, as
applicable in DED

Steps for receiving
the Service
(Customer Journey):

Attachment of required documents by the concerned party
according to the terms and conditions agreed upon with the
business center
Attachment of business incubator/ center plan approved by
Municipality & Planning Department
Verification of working rules defined in the system as
applicable in DED electronically through error messages
appearing to customer
Correction of application form errors by customer
Issuing a valid receipt permission according to the same
current receipt permission rules
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Fees shall be paid and collected using the same payment and
collection mechanisms
Issuing receipt voucher after successful collection of fees
The system issues the economic document and sends it by
email to customer

E-All fees shall be paid using E-Dirham System applicable
internally in the DED
Business center license is subject to the same control and
consumer protection rules and is not exempted from
economic violations or fines
Submitting the written approval of property owner for
business incubator authorizing the sublease of the
property throughout the term of the contract
The process is regulated as applicable currently. The
customer reserves the trade name, approaches Municipality & Planning Department to get an approved site plan
and lease contract and then completes the process with
DED

Terms & Conditions:

Submitting lease contract attested by the Municipality &
Planning Department for business incubator whose term
shall not be less than (3) years
The total area of the business incubator location shall not
be less than 3000 sq. ft, and must be divided so that the
net area of one office is not less than 120 sq. ft
Attaching the site plan approved by Municipality & Planning
Department
Authentication of Contract of Establishment is mandatory
according to the currently applicable process if the legal
form of the company is LLC
Economic activities available for the service are all activities
provided that the same are not of nature that requires frequent customer’s visits such as grocery shop or beauty salons and does not cause any noise or customers’ gathering
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Process fees : the fees are calculated according to the mechanism of fees defined in the License Application currently applicable in DED (issuance, renewal) in addition to the
calculation of fees of Ajman Chamber’s System, fees for
authentication by legal office according to the process
currently applicable subject to addition of business center
activity fee of AED 25000 (UAE Dirhams twenty five thousand)
The process is completed without application verification
or approval with application being subsequently subject to
verification
The license is printed after payment of fees and addition of
watermark (Business Center License)

Issuance/ Renewal of Commercial Licenses AED 600
Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
Permit for Installing the Trade Name Signboard AED 350
Entry in Commercial Register AED 200
Entry in Consolidated Economic Activities Register AED 200
Approval of the Signboard Specification Model AED 100
Business center activity fee AED 25000 (UAE Dirhams twenty
five thousand)

Fees:

Authentication of a contract or an instrument of a less or
more value depending on the capital
Fees for authentication of contract of specified amount
depend on the capital mentioned in the contract, AED 50
charged on each page in case the contract is translated into
English
Fees relating to Social Contribution of Companies and
Establishments into CSR UAE Fund AED 1500
Issuance of Commercial Registration Certificate AED 200
Subject to the collection of Ajman Chamber’s System fees
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

Service Delivery
Channels:

Authentications
Lease contract (sublease)
Website
Smart Application
Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

N/A

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Application for Temporary Cessation of Conduct of Activity:

Name of Service

Application for Temporary Cessation of
Conduct of Activity

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

Enable investor to temporarily suspend his economic license
(three years maximum)

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural
Individual

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment
Companies

Confirmation of application details by the applicant, as
applicable in DED
Verification of working rules defined in the system as
applicable in DED electronically through error messages
appearing to customer
Correction of application form errors by customer

Steps for receiving
the Service
(Customer Journey):

Issuing a valid receipt permission according to the same
current receipt permission rules
Fees shall be paid and collected using the same payment
and collection mechanisms
Issuing receipt voucher after successful collection of fees
The system issues the economic documents and sends them
by email to customer

Terms & Conditions:
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The license cannot be frozen for less than 3 years but the
license freezing can be cancelled at any time

The license freezing can be cancelled before the expiry of
the freezing period noting that the collected fees are not
refundable
No activity of the frozen license may be conducted during
freezing period and fines will be applied according to the
regulations regarding incompliant licenses

Fees:

Fees relating to application for temporary suspension of
conduct of activity AED 2000
Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Municipality & Planning Department

Service Correlation with
other Services:

Chamber of Commerce & Industry
General Department of Civil Defense
Ajman Police GHQ

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

License Application EA-1-1-F1

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Smart Contracts for Service Agent Contract/ Business Partnership:

Name of Service/
Procedures

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

Legal Form:

Service Beneficiary:

Authentication of Smart Contracts for Service
Agent Contract/ Business Partnership
The provision of mechanism for authentication of service
agent contract and business partnership contract without
the need for attendance of concerned party and by sending
OTP confirmed by the concerned party and then sending the
contract online by email for the purpose of completing the
authentication of service agent contract and business partnership contract without approaching the service center

Sole Proprietorship (Service Agent)
Civil Company
UAE or GCC investor
Expatriate or foreign investor

Reservation of the trade name and receipt of reservation
certificate after payment of fees
Receiving SMS with the number of application for issuance
of the license
Completing the external approvals, if required

Steps for receiving
the Service
(Customer Journey):

Filling out the application for issuance of license by entering
application number received by SMS
Sending OTP to the concerned parties and completing the
application after OTP confirmation by them
Verification of working rules defined in the system as
applicable in DED electronically through error messages
appearing to customer
Correction of application form errors by customer
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Issuing a valid receipt permission according to the same
current receipt permission rules
Fees shall be paid and collected using the same payment
and collection mechanisms
Issuing receipt voucher after successful collection of fees
The system sends the smart contract for service agent or
business company with the economic document by email
to customer

E-All fees shall be paid using E-Dirham System applicable
internally in the DED
All employees of the authorized agent shall be able to
complete all economic procedures; the work is regulated in administrative manner according to each authorized
agent
The license activities must be professional as this service
concerns professional license activities

Terms & Conditions:

The legal form of the license must be a business company
or sole establishment and the status of the concerned party
must be UAE national for service agent and expatriate for
owner
The concerned party details (email and smart mobile
number) should be updated once before the completion
of the service
Process fees: the fees are calculated according to the fee
mechanism defined in the License Application currently
applicable and will be doubled according to the number
of years
The process is completed without application verification
or approval with application being subsequently subject to
verification
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Subject to collection of fees relating to service agent contract or civil company contract depending on the applicable
process and without any additional fees for smart authentication of contracts

Fees:

Trade name reservation

Service Correlation with
other Services:

Issuance of license
Renewal of license
Amendment of license
Website

Service Delivery
Channels:

Smart Application
Customer Happiness Centers
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Service Code:

N/A

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Addition of more than one license to the same location:

Name of Service

Addition of more than one license to the same
location

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

Addition of two or more licenses to the same location

Legal Form:

Sole Proprietorship (national owner)

Service Beneficiary:

UAE investor

The economic process to add more than one license to the
same location starts with the service employee login in
case of submission of application through service center or
authorized agent center or by the successful login to online
service
Entry of new details concerning the economic application
for addition of more than one license to one location
Confirmation of application details by the applicant, as
applicable in DED

Steps for receiving
the Service
(Customer Journey):

Verification of working rules defined in the system as
applicable in DED electronically through error messages
appearing to customer
Correction of application form errors by customer
Issuing a valid receipt permission according to the same
current receipt permission rules
Fees shall be paid and collected using the same payment
and collection mechanisms
Issuing receipt voucher after successful collection of fees
The system issues the economic document and sends it by
email to customer
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E-All fees shall be paid using E-Dirham System applicable
internally in the DED

Terms & Conditions:

All employees of the authorized agent shall be able to
complete all economic procedures; the work is regulated in
administrative manner according to each authorized agent
A license must be valid to apply for addition of more than
one license to the same location

Issuance / Renewal of Commercial Licenses AED 600
Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
Permit for Installing the Trade Name Signboard AED 350
Entry in Commercial Register AED 200

Fees:

Entry in Consolidated Economic Activities Register AED 200
Approval of the Signboard Specification Model AED 100
Issuance of Commercial Registration Certificate AED 200
Subject to the collection of Ajman Chamber’s System fees

Service Correlation with
other Services:

Service Delivery
Channels:
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Municipality & Planning Department (Lease Contract)

Website
Smart Application
Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

N/A

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Reyada Household License:
Name of Service

Reyada Household License

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

A commercial home license to relieve the fee and expenses
burden on entrepreneurs and enable them to exercise
commercial activity

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Only UAE nationals
Registration on the website/ smart application
Verification of investor account (if not verified)

Required Documents:

Filling out the Application for Reyada Membership
Approval of Application for Reyada Membership
Fill out the application for issuance of Reyada Household
License

Economic process for Reyada License starts with the
successful login
Electronic investor account shall be verified if not yet
verified

Steps for receiving
the Service
(Customer Journey):

Economic process for Reyada home License starts with
the filling out of Request for Reyada License Program
Membership Form by the license holder according to
the terms and conditions
The application is reviewed by SME Division and is either
accepted or rejected so that the license holder may proceed
with the economic license application
Entry of new details relating to the economic request
(application)
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Confirmation of application details by the applicant, as
applicable in DED
Attachment of required documents by the concerned party
or external attachments, if required
Verification of working rules defined in the system as
applicable in DED in electronic manner
Correction of application form errors by customer
A receipt permission and receipt will be issued 10 without
fees 1119 where process is completed without fees
The system issues the economic documents and sends
them by email to customer

Approval of Reyada home membership
Reyada membership can be applied for through website,
smart application or the approved service centers
After approval of request for Reyada home membership,
work can be completed in respect of Reyada home membership process
Request for Reyada home membership is a free request
without fees

Terms & Conditions:

Commission of the center shall be paid in E-Dirham System
applicable internally in the DED
All employees of the authorized agent shall be able to
complete all economic procedures; the work is regulated in administrative manner according to each authorized
agent
Reyada license holder may not apply for all types of permit,
except the permit for the economic activity board issued
free of charge with the license annually
After three years, all procedures will be subject to fees and
all working rules of individual economic licenses
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Reyada license holder may not apply for assignment
During the first three years, the economic licenses shall be
subject to Reyada discount where all procedures are free
and without fees such as (amendment of license, renewal
of license, cancellation of license)
Reyada License is issued annually without charges for a
term of one year and shall be renewed for two consecutive
years free of charge and shall not be subject to fees or delay
fines during the first three years
Reyada license is exempted from the fees of the approved
economic activities list previously sent in this concern according to the Administrative Resolution No. 31 of 2019
Reyada License is subject to the same Control & Consumer Protection Rules and Reyada License is not exempted
from any economic violations or fines
Joining Reyada Program shall be approved by SME Division
in order to proceed with the issuance of Reyada License
Only one license should be issued for the License Application
To attach the approval of property’s owner if the house if
rented
Term of lease contract must have exceeded 6 months
Applicant must be a natural person of UAE nationality
The applicant should not be less than 21 years of age upon
submission of the application or should be 18 years old
provided that he attaches trade permission from Sharia
court
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Fees:

License is issued without fees for three years in order to
enable its holder to start business

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A
Customer Happiness Centers

Service Delivery
Channels:

E - Service

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

Application for Economic Licensing

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Issuance of Bedayat License:
Name of Service

Issuance of Bedayat License

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

A license to support business women and those exercising
business from home for the start of project or hobby with
various fields; the license is exempted from fees for three
years in coordination with Ajman Businesswomen Council

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Required Documents:
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Sub-service
Procedural
Only UAE female nationals based in Ajman
Obtaining initial approval of Ajman Businesswomen Council
Form of License Application

Copy of valid passport and ID
Copy of Title Deed

Steps for receiving
the Service
(Customer Journey):

Application for the Service through DED’s Service
Centers
Electronic archiving of documents
Sending the output by email

Terms & Conditions:

Approval of Ajman Businesswomen Council

Fees:

Exempted from fees for 3 years

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

License Application

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Commercial Mobile Vehicle License:
Name of Service

Commercial Mobile Vehicle License

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

Service Category & Type:

A license for mobile vehicles parked at specific location in
the emirate. Such location may be changed from to time
according to the terms and conditions specified by other
entities
Sub-service
Procedural
Individual

Service Beneficiary:

Establishments
Companies
Form of License Application

Required Documents:

Investment Contract
Copy of valid passport and ID for UAE and GCC nationals
The start of economic process for issuance of mobile
vehicle license by login of the service employee in case
of submission of the application through the service center
or authorized agent center or by login into the online
service for a successfully validated account

Steps for receiving
the Service
(Customer Journey):

Entry of new details of the economic application for trade
name reservation for commercial mobile vehicle license
Filling out the application for issuance of commercial
mobile vehicle license
Confirmation of application details by the applicant, as
applicable in DED
Verification of working rules defined in the system as
applicable in DED electronically through error messages
appearing to customer or the employee
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Correction of application form errors by customer or
employee
Issuing a valid receipt permission according to the same
current receipt permission rules
Fees shall be paid and collected using the same payment
and collection mechanisms
Issuing receipt voucher after successful collection of fees
The system issues the economic documents and sends
them by email to customer

Terms & Conditions:

Approval of Municipality & Planning Department
(Investment Department)

Issuance/ Renewal of Commercial Licenses AED 600
Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
Permit for Installing the Trade Name Signboard AED 350
Entry in Commercial Register AED 200
Entry in Consolidated Economic Activities Register
AED 200

Fees:

Approval of the Signboard Specification Model AED 100
Issuance of Commercial Registration Certificate AED 200
Authentication of a contract or an instrument of a less or
more value depending on the capital
Fees relating to Social Contribution of Companies and
Establishments into CSR UAE Fund AED 1500
Publication of LLC’s official instrument with Ministry of
Economy AED 3000
Subject to the collection of Ajman Chamber’s System fees
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

Municipality & Planning Department (Investment
Department)

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

License Application EA-1-1-F1

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Third:

Renewal of Economic Licenses

Renewal of Licenses of Sole Proprietorships:
Name of Service

Renewal of Licenses of Sole Proprietorships

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

Renewal of Sole Proprietorships

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural
Individual

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment
Companies
Submission of the application

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Verification that there is no ban on licensing
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Sending the output by email

Renewal of Economic Licenses AED 600
Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
Permit for Installing the Trade Name Signboard AED 350

Fees:

Fees for Renewal of Entry in Commercial Register AED 100
Issuance of Commercial Registration Certificate AED 200
Approval of the Signboard Specification Model AED 100
Subject to the collection of Ajman Chamber’s System fees
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

Municipality & Planning Department (Lease Contract)

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A
Website

Service Delivery
Channels:

Smart Application

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

License Application EA-1-1-F1

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Customer Happiness Centers

Renewal of Civil Companies:
Name of Service

Renewal of Civil Companies

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

Renewal of Civil Companies

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Steps for receiving
the Service
(Customer Journey):
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Sub-service
Procedural
Individual
Companies
Submission of the application
Verification that there is no ban on licensing

Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Sending the output by email

Fees for Renewal of Economic Licenses AED 600
Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
Fees relating to the Permit for Installing the Trade Name
Signboard AED 350

Fees:

Attestation of Business Partnership Contract AED 250
Business Partnership Contract Form Fees AED 100
Approval of Signboard Specification Model AED 100
Subject to the collection of Ajman Chamber’s System fees

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A
Website

Service Delivery
Channels:

Smart Application
Customer Happiness Centers

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

License Application EA-1-1-F1

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Renewal of General Partnership Companies:
Name of Service

Renewal of General Partnership Companies

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

Renewal of Licenses of General Partnership Companies

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural
Individual

Service Beneficiary:

Companies
Establishments
Submission of application

Steps for receiving
the Service
(Customer Journey):

Verification that there is no ban on licensing
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Sending the output by email

Fees for Renewal of Economic Licenses AED 600
Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
Fees for Renewal of Entry in Commercial Register AED 100
Approval of Signboard Specification Model AED 100
Issuance of Commercial Registration Certificate AED 200

Fees:

Fees relating to Social Contribution of Companies and
Establishments into CSR UAE Fund AED 1500
Fees relating to the Permit for Installing the Trade Name
Signboard AED 350
Subject to the collection of Ajman Chamber’s System fees
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Website

Service Delivery
Channels:

Smart Application
Customer Happiness Centers

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

License Application EA-1-1-F1

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Renewal for Several Years:

Name of Service

Renewal for Several Years

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

Provision of service for renewal of economic license for
additional years

Service Category & Type:

All legal forms

Service Beneficiary:

UAE or GCC investor, or expatriate foreign investor

The economic process for renewal of license for additional
years starts by the login of the service employee in case
of submission of application through service center or
authorized agent center or by successful login to the
online service
Entry of the new details of the economic application for
renewal of the license for additional years
Confirmation of application details by the applicant, as
applicable in DED

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Verification of working rules defined in the system as
applicable in DED electronically through error messages
appearing to customer
Correction of application form errors by customer
Issuing a valid receipt permission according to the same
current receipt permission rules
Fees shall be paid and collected using the same payment
and collection mechanisms
Issuing receipt voucher after successful collection of fees
The system issues the economic documents and sends
them to customer by email
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E-All fees shall be paid using E-Dirham System applicable
internally in the DED
All employees of the authorized agent shall be able to
complete all economic procedures; the work is regulated
in administrative manner according to each authorized
agent
Renewal of license for additional years is subject to the
same Control & Consumer Protection rules and no license
should be exempted from economic violations or fines

Terms & Conditions:

Submitting a lease contract attested by Municipality &
Planning Department; renewal is then be made according
to the period of the lease contract and shall be verified
later by Transactions Verification Division
Maximum number of years of renewal is 4 years; renewal
fees to be paid as agreed upon
A remark to be added to the license that all partners
should approach local departments and federal ministries annually for the payment of their annual fees
Available economic activities in all economic activities
Process fees: the fees are calculated according to a
mechanism of fees defined in the application for license
in force subject to being doubled depending on the number of years
The process is completed without application verification
or approval with application being subsequently subject
to verification
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Issuance / Renewal of Commercial Licenses AED 600
Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
Permit for Installing the Trade Name Signboard AED 350
Entry in Commercial Register AED 200
Entry in Consolidated Economic Activities Register AED 200

Fees:

Approval of the Signboard Specification Model AED 100
Issuance of Commercial Registration Certificate AED 200
Subject to the collection of Ajman Chamber’s System fees
Fees are calculated on the basis of mechanism of fees
defined in the License Application applicable and are
doubled depending on the number of years

Service Correlation with
other Services:

Lease Contract

Website

Service Delivery
Channels:

Smart Application
Customer Happiness Centers
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Service Code:

N/A

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Renewal of Economic Licenses

Fourth:

Amendment of Economic Licenses

License Amendment Procedures:
Name of Service

License Amendment Procedures

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

A process carried out by the concerned party wishing to
amend the license by amending any of the license terms
such as (change of commercial activity, addition or deletion
of activities, addition of partner, etc.) in order to activate
the license in line with the current changes

Types of Amendments:

Service Category & Type:

(Addition of partner - addition of manager – addition of
activity – deletion of activity – change of activity – change
of legal form – change of trade name – change of location –
change of license details – change of service agent – serve
agent withdrawal – partial assignment – Full assignment)
Sub-service
Procedural
Individual

Service Beneficiary:

Companies
Establishments
Creation and submission of the application
Change of license details:
PO Box, Phone number, Email

Required Documents as
per the required
amendment:

Change of location:
Makani number + lease contract
Addition of partner + change of legal form:
trade name reservation + upon adding expatriate partner
or owner, to bring security clearance (in case residence
visa is on government entity or personal sponsorship – NC
required)
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Change of trade name + change of activity:
trade name reservation
Addition of activity + deletion of activity:
approval of external entities (depending on the activity)
if high-risk
Assignment:
UAE of GCC national copy of valid passport and ID, (Expatriate) copy of valid passport and security clearance
Service Agent Change:
(National) copy of valid passport and ID
Service Agent Withdrawal:
(National) copy of valid passport and ID
Full assignment:
(copy of passports and IDs 9 Partners) + security clearances
(for expatriates)

Fill in the Form of License Application from (the System or
the Website)
Submitting attachments as per the amendment mentioned
in the required documents

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Payment of fees
NOC
Authentication of amendment to MOA and Assignment or
Sale Contract
Publication of announcement
Sending the output by email
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Assignment for Sole Proprietorship:

(Main and branch) – 15 days’ external newspaper
announcement (Notar y Public)

Assignment for Sole Proprietorship (Service Agent) –
(Business Company):

(Main + Branch) – 15 days’ internal newspaper announcement through service centers

Other conditions for
Assignment of
Establishments &
Companies of all kinds:

Assignment for LLC – General Partnership – Simple
Limited Partnership – One Person Company:
(Branch) 15 days’

internal newspaper announcement

through service centers

Full assignment for LLC – General Partnership – Simple
Limited Partnership – One Person Company:

(Original) 15 days’ external newspaper announcement
(Notary Public)

Bringing the Contract of Establishment and Amendment
thereto from inside the Emirate
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Fees for Renewal of Economic Licenses AED 600
Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
Fees for Renewal of Entry in Commercial Register
AED 100
Amendment of Entry in the Consolidated Economic
Activities Register AED 100
Approval of Signboard Specification Model AED 100
Issuance of Commercial Registration Certificate AED 200
Addition or Change in Commercial Register AED 100
Publication of Licenses’ Announcements in daily newspapers AED 500

Fees:

Approval of Signboard Specification Model AED 100
Amendment Authentication Fees depending on the
capital mentioned in the Addendum
Authentication of signatures in Contract or Instrument of
unspecified amount (Companies)
Publication of any amendment of LLC, General Partnership, Simple Limited Partnership AED 1000 (Companies)
Amendment of membership details AED 200 (Companies)
Renewal of membership for establishments licensed with
DED – 2nd Category AED 2500
Amendment of License Details AED 500
Fees for social contribution of companies and establishments into CSR UAE Fund AED 1500
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Amendment of Economic Licenses

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

License Application EA-1-1-F1

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Amendment of Economic Licenses
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Fifth:

Cancellation of Economic Licenses

Administrative Cancellation:
Name of Service

Administrative Cancellation

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

The cancellation of economic licenses which have not
carried out economic activity for more than five years in
automated manner and continuously

Legal Form:

All legal forms

Service Beneficiary:

Investor of UAE or GCC nationality
Expatriate of foreign investor
The start of administrative cancellation process by login
of the service employee if the application is submitted
through a service center or an authorized agent center or
by successful login to the e-service
Entry of the details regarding the economic application for
administrative cancellation process

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Confirmation of application details by the applicant, as
applicable in DED
Verification of working rules defined in the system as
applicable in DED electronically through error messages
appearing to customer
Correction of application form errors by the customer
A valid receipt permission will be issued according to the
same current receipt permission rules
Fees will be paid and collected using the same payment
and collection mechanisms
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Receipt will be issued after successful collection of fees
The system will issue the administrative cancellation
certificate
Sending administrative cancellation certificate by email

All fees shall be paid using E-Dirham System applicable
internally in the DED
The approved agent’s employees are enabled to complete all economic procedures and the work is organized
in administrative manner for each authorized agent
Administrative cancellation process is subject to the same
rules of control and consumer protection and the license
may not be exempted from economic violations imposed
by the Control & Consumer Protection Department
The available economic activities are all economic
activities

Terms & Conditions:

The process is completed without verification or approval of application with the application being subject to
subsequent verification
Upon the lapse of five years from the expiry of the
license, all the transactions of the concerned party will be
suspended until the administrative cancellation process
is completed
30 days prior to the five years for economic licenses,
the announcement thereof will be published on the
DED’s website page designated for announcement of
administratively cancelled licenses showing the license
number, name in Arabic and English, date of expected
administrative cancellation, subject to the announcement page being updated on daily basis (at the close
of the day)
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It has been agreed that the available legal forms for the
process are all legal forms available in DED and there are
no requirements for legal forms
As for service agent, transactions of the owner shall be
suspended while transactions of service agent shall not be
suspended in cases of administrative cancellation

Fees:

Service Correlation with
other Services:

AED 1000 Administrative Cancellation Fees
Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

N/A

Website

Service Delivery
Channels:

Smart Application
Customer Happiness Centers
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Service Code:

N/A

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Cancellation of Economic Licenses

License Cancellation Procedures:

Name of Service

License Cancellation Procedures

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

A legal process carried out at the request of license
holder(s) or his legal representative and resulting in the
suspension of the license or its final cancellation

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural
Individual

Service Beneficiary:

Companies
Establishments

Required Documents as
per the required
amendment:

Sole Proprietorship – Sole Proprietorship (Service Agent)
– Business Company:
Main + Branch = 15 days’ internal newspaper announcement through service centers
LLC – General Partnership – Simple Limited Partnership –
One Person Company:
(Main Office) – Letter of Cancellation of Partnership
Contract, 45 days’ external newspaper announcement
(Auditor of Al Watan – Al Fajr Newspapers)

Fill out the License Application from (the System or the
Website)

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Payment of fees
Termination of Partnership Contract
Publication of announcement
Printing the Cancellation Certificate

Cancellation of Economic Licenses
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Cancellation of license of an Establishment not carrying
out activity at the request of the Establishment AED 2000
Application for Service/ Administrative Services Form
Fees AED 50

Fees:

Publication of License Announcements in daily newspapers
AED 500
Issuance of To Whom It May Concern Certificate AED 100
Fees for Authentication of Partnership Contract Cancellation (Contract of unspecified amount AED 200; if the
contract is translated then 50 per page)
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

License Application EA-1-1-F1

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Cancellation of Economic Licenses
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Sixth :

Mortgage Procedures

Mortgage of Sole Proprietorship:
Name of Service

Mortgage of Sole Proprietorship

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

It means the mortgage of the license and the shop associated therewith for the purpose of obtaining loan from a bank
or financial institution operating in the UAE or for any other
purpose requiring a mortgage certificate

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Individual
Establishments

Create an application for mortgage and fill out the form
Collect AED 3000 fees for entry of mortgage into the
commercial register
Collect Announcement fee (with the circulation of transaction)

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Approach the notary public for approval
Print NOC addressed to notary public
Notarization of the mortgage contract with the notary
public
Submit the mortgage contract to customer service employee
to print the mortgage certificate and mark the license with a
note that is mortgaged
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Mortgage Procedures

Prohibit any legal disposition such as sale, assignment or
cancellation only after the release of mortgage letter or
the approval of the mortgagee; license may be renewed
annually

Terms & Conditions:

N/A

Collection of AED 3000 as fee for entry of mortgage into
the commercial register

Fees:

Collection of AED 500 as announcement fee
Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

License Application EA-1-1-F1

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Mortgage Procedures
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Mortgage of Companies:

Name of Service

Mortgage of Companies

Description (Simple
Explanation of the Service):

The pledge over shares against a loan from a bank or financial institution operating in the UAE or for any other purpose requiring a mortgage certificate

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural

Companies

Create the Application for Mortgage and fill in the form
Announcement for 30 days (we propose period reduction to
15 days without circulation) and collection of announcement
fees

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Authenticate the mortgage contract with Legal Office
(Authentications)
Printing the mortgage entry certificate and indicate the
same on notes that the share of the partner(s) is mortgaged
in favor of the mortgagee
Prohibit any legal disposition such as sale, assignment or
cancellation only after the release of mortgage letter or the
approval of the mortgagee; license may be renewed annually

Terms & Conditions:
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Mortgage Procedures

The mortgage must be entered in the commercial register of
the company and should be registered in an authenticated
official deed

Fees:

AED 3000 should be collected for the entry of mortgage
into the commercial register + the contract authentication
fees calculated by the system electronically from the value
of the contract to be authenticated
Collection of Advertisement fee AED 500
Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

License Application EA-1-1-F1

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Mortgage Procedures
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Issuance of Economic Permits

First:

Issuance of Economic Permits

Permit for distribution of Products – for (1) Vehicle:
Name of Service

Permit for distribution of Products – for (1)
Vehicle

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Distribution of company’s products to shops in the emirate
by car

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment
Form Application for Permit

Required Documents:

Copy of Valid License
Letter from establishment
Copy of Vehicle Ownership Certificate
Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email
Approval of other government entities depending on the
activity (high-risk)

Terms & Conditions:

Other approvals (if any) depending on the activity
The original permit should be displayed on the car
Keeping the car clean, not accumulating foodstuff in
order to keep refrigeration efficient

Issuance of Economic Permits
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The driver must hold his health card
The permit is renewed annually and distribution is permitted depending on the activity
AED 2200 per annum

Fees:

Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Service Correlation with
other Services:

Service Delivery
Channels:

N/A

Website
Smart Application
Customer Happiness Centers
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Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Home Delivery Permit:
Name of Service

Home Delivery Permit

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Free home delivery by company’s car or bicycle

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment
Form Application for Permit

Required Documents:

Copy of Valid License
Letter from establishment
Copy of Vehicle Ownership Certificate
Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email
Approval of other government entities depending on the
activity (high-risk)
Other approvals (if any) depending on the activity

Terms & Conditions:

The original permit should be displayed inside the distribution car and presented to the competent officer upon
request
The permit holder should comply with the laws and
regulations and use the tag for permitted purposes
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AED 1000

Fees:
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Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Draws:
Name of Service

Draws

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Issuance of permit for organizing draws from the first to
fifth draws

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment
Form Application for Permit

Required Documents:

Copy of Valid License
Detailed letter of the draw
Advert template

Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

Approval of other government entities depending on the
activity (high-risk)

Terms & Conditions:

Other approvals (if any) depending on the activity
The permit holder must comply with laws, regulations
and Local Order No. (1) of 1994
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The owner of Establishment must comply with the conditions, periods, locations and areas planned for sales or
draws without DED’s notification of the date of the draw or
the prevention of DED’s inspector from attending the draw
process or the manipulation the draw or manipulation of
the draw
Payment of fine in case of sale of promotional campaign
tickets against financial consideration
The permit will be cancelled in case of non-compliance
with laws and regulations
The Establishment must give prizes to winners
All posters must be removed after the end of the promotional campaign
Posters should not be placed inside or outside the shop
only after the obtainment of the permit for promotional
campaign
The original permit should be displayed inside the distribution car and presented to the competent officer upon
request
The permit holder should comply with the laws and regulations and use the card for permitted purposes
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Fees:

AED 1000 per draw after the fifth AED 100

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Issuance of Economic Permits

Big/ Comprehensive Promotional Campaign:
Name of Service

Big/ Comprehensive Promotional Campaign

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Promotional offers by big shops to promote their goods
for awards exceeding AED 50,000; such shops include
malls, shopping centers and departmental stores

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment

Form Application for Permit
Copy of Valid License
Letter showing the details of the promotional campaign:
1. Method of promotional campaign implementation
2. Type and number of prizes offered and the value thereof

Required Documents:

3. Prize purchase invoices
4. The method of payment for the awards (immediate or

specific to a certain date)

5. Promotional campaign implementation period
6. Date of draw to announce winners, if any
7. The locations participating in the campaign, if any
8. Models for ad designs and models for draw tickets, if any
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Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

Submission of external approvals:
1. Approval of Municipality & Planning Department
2. Roads & Infrastructure Department in case of display of

promotional prize outside an Establishment

Terms & Conditions:

In case of draw, the campaign organizer must approach
DED (Control & Consumer Protection Department) within
30 days of the close of the campaign or the last draw date
with the proof of winners’ receipt of their prizes, their
personal IDs and winning coupons
The permit holder must comply with laws, regulations
and Local Order No. (1) of 1994
The owner of Establishment must comply with the conditions, periods, locations and areas planned for sales or
draws without DED’s notification of the date of the draw or
the prevention of DED’s inspector from attending the draw
process or the manipulation the draw or manipulation of
the draw
Payment of fine in case of sale of promotional campaign
tickets against financial consideration
The Establishment must give prizes to winners
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All posters must be removed after the end of the promotional campaign
Posters should not be put on the façade of the shop only
after obtainment of permit for the promotional campaign
The permit will be cancelled in case of non-compliance
with laws and regulations

AED 10000
Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Fees:

AED 250 Printed paper ads
10% of the value of sold tickets (if any) in case of draws
(AED 1000 for each draw plus AED 100 for any draw after
the fifth one (if any)

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Issuance of Economic Permits
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Medium/ Comprehensive Promotional Campaign:

Name of Service

Medium/ Comprehensive Promotional
Campaign

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Promotional offers in small shops to promote their
products and awards less than AED 50,000
Sub-service

Category & Type of Service:

Procedural

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment

Letter showing the details of the promotional campaign:
1. Method of promotional campaign implementation
2. Type and number of prizes offered and the value thereof
3. Prize purchase invoices

Required Documents:

4. The method of payment for the awards (immediate or

specific to a certain date)

5. Promotional campaign implementation period
6. Date of draw to announce winners, if any
7. The locations participating in the campaign, if any Models

for ad designs and models for draw tickets (if any)

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):
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Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval
Creation of request (application) and submission of papers

Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

Submission of external approvals:
1. Approval of Municipality & Planning Department
2. Roads & Infrastructure Department in case of display of

promotional prize outside an Establishment

The permit holder must comply with laws, regulations and
Local Order No. (1) of 1994
The owner of Establishment must comply with the conditions, periods, locations and areas planned for sales or
draws without DED’s notification of the date of the draw
or the prevention of DED’s inspector from attending the
draw process or the manipulation the draw or manipulation of the draw

Terms & Conditions:

Payment of fine in case of sale of promotional campaign
tickets against financial consideration
The Establishment must give prizes to winners
All posters must be removed after the end of the promotional campaign
Posters should not be put on the façade of the shop
only after obtainment of permit for the promotional
campaign
The permit will be cancelled in case of non-compliance
with laws and regulations
In case of draw, the campaign organizer must approach
DED (Control & Consumer Protection Department) within
30 days of the close of the campaign or the last draw date
with the proof of winners’ receipt of their prizes, their personal IDs and winning coupons

Issuance of Economic Permits
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AED 5000
Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Fees:

AED 250 printed advert fee
10% of the value of sold tickets (if any) in case of draws
(AED 1000 for each draw plus AED 100 for any draw after
the fifth one (if any))
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Prize Display:
Name of Service

Prize Display

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Issuing permit to display Promotional Prize for Promotional Campaign outside an Establishment

Service Category & Type:

Required Documents:

Sub-service
Procedural
Application for Permit
Copy of valid license

Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

Approval of Municipality & Planning Department in case
of display of the prize outside the Establishment
The permit holder must comply with laws, regulations
and Local Order No. (1) of 1994

Terms & Conditions:

The owner of Establishment must comply with the conditions, periods, locations and areas planned for sales or
draws without DED’s notification of the date of the draw or
the prevention of DED’s inspector from attending the draw
process or the manipulation the draw or manipulation of
the draw
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Payment of fine in case of sale of promotional campaign
tickets against financial consideration
The Establishment must give prizes to winners
Advertising posters should be removed after finishing
the promotional campaign
Posters should not be put on the façade of the shop only
after obtainment of permit for the promotional campaign
The permit will be cancelled in case of non-compliance
with laws and regulations
In case of draw, the campaign organizer must approach
DED (Control & Consumer Protection Department) within
30 days of the close of the campaign or the last draw date
with the proof of winners’ receipt of their prizes, their personal IDs and winning coupons

AED 500

Fees:
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Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Permit for Distribution of Free Samples of a Product, for up to (30) Days:

Name of Service

Permit for Distribution of Free Samples of a
Product, for up to (30) Days

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Product introduction presentation/ free tasting for each
10 products doubled with the increase of number

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment
Application for Permit

Required Documents:

Copy of valid license
Product List

Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

Submission of external approvals:

Terms & Conditions:

Approval of Municipality & Planning Department
Roads & Infrastructure Department in case of display of
promotional prize outside an Establishment
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The permit holder must comply with the laws, regulations
and Local Order No. (1) of 1994
It is prohibited to promote tobacco and cigarettes,
medical drugs, alcoholic beverages, pork and spoiled
or expired food
Submission of letter of Sample Approval from Public
Health Department
The permit will be cancelled in case of non-compliance with
the laws and regulations

AED 500 for each 10 products; fees doubled when
doubling the number

Fees:

Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Permit for Advertisement on Vehicle:
Name of Service

Permit for Advertisement on Vehicle

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Posters affixed to vehicles

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment
Application for Permit

Required Documents:

Copy of Vehicle Ownership Certificate
Copy of valid license
Design template and measurements in feet

Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

The advert or the poster should not change the form of the
vehicle or hide its information or affect the traffic safety

Terms & Conditions:

The content of the advert, the images of product or service
should not offend UAE traditions
No part of the advert should extend to the front, rear or
side glass
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AED 10 per square foot with no less than AED 250
annually

Fees:

Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Permit for Printing and Distributing Brochures:

Name of Service

Permit for Printing and Distributing Brochures

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Advertisements in form of brochures to introduce or
promote products to public

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment
Application for Permit

Required Documents:

Advertisement design in Arabic and English
Copy of valid license

Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

The permit holder must comply with laws and regulations
and use the tag for permitted purposes

Terms & Conditions:

The entity must print the permitted number with the
authorized specification and the permit number
It is prohibited to distribute any printed paper ads in public
places and residential areas on vehicles
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The requests for printed paper ads must be submitted
through the representatives of companies specialized in
advertisement design
The Company or establishment for which products are
to be advertised shall have a valid license
Providing picture of the building or the property where
the advert is to be affixed
The brochure should not include any images or words
that offend Islamic tradition or customs
The permit shall be renewed annually

AED 500

Fees:
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Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min
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Permit for Mobile Ads:
Name of Service

Permit for Mobile Ads

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Commercials such as rooftop ads on vehicles parked at
particular locations (to be designated by the Municipality
& Planning Department)

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment
Application for Permit

Required Documents:

Advertisement design in Arabic and English
Copy of valid license

Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

The brochure should not include any images or words
that offend Islamic tradition or customs

Terms & Conditions:

The permit holder must comply with laws and regulations
and use the tag for permitted purposes
The entity must print the permitted number with the
authorized specification and the permit number
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It is prohibited to distribute any printed paper ads in
public places and residential areas on vehicles
The requests for printed paper ads must be submitted
through the representatives of companies specialized in
advertisement design
The Company or establishment for which products are
to be advertised shall have a valid license
Providing picture of the building or the property where
the advert is to be affixed
The permit shall be renewed annually

AED 250 per sq. ft with AED 500 minimum and AED 1000
max

Fees:

Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
AED 150 fees for poster’s approval
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Permit for Clearance for a Period of 30 Days:
Name of Service

Permit for Clearance for a Period of 30 Days

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Permit for Clearance:
This permit is granted to commercial facilities, whether
companies or establishments to sell the goods at lesser
price than their original price for commodity clearance
and closure of commercial shop, change of activity, etc.
Offering discounts on offered goods at different percentages for a period of 30 days

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment
Application for Permit

Required Documents:

Price List Statement
Paper Advertising template with consumer protection
logo

Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

Terms & Conditions:

Placing the price tags on commodity in clear and visible
manner to the shopper
Writing the percentage
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Removing posters and price tags after the clearance period
expiry
The right to sales and clearance is restricted to commercial
shops having valid licenses

AED 2500
Advertisement fees AED 250

Fees:

Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
In case of 7 days’ extension AED 1500
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Permit for Clearance for License Cancellation, Change of Activity
or Maintenance Purposes:

Name of Service

Permit for Clearance for License Cancellation, Change
of Activity or Maintenance Purposes

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Providing discounts on offered commodities at different
percentages in case of commercial license cancellation,
change in activity or maintenance for a specific period

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment
Application for Permit

Required Documents:

Price List Statement
Paper Advertising template with consumer protection
logo
Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email
Placing the price tags on commodity in clear and visible
manner to the shopper
Writing the percentage

Terms & Conditions:

Removing posters and price tags after the clearance period
expiry
The right to sales and clearance is restricted to commercial
shops having valid licenses

Issuance of Economic Permits
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AED 2500 for permit

Fees:

Advertisement fees AED 250
AED 1500 fees in case of 7 days’ extension
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Permit for Sale:
Name of Service

Permit for Sales

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Permit for sales:
This permit is granted to commercial establishments,
whether companies or establishments to sell a commodity at a lesser price for promotion and advertisement or
for other trade purposes discounts on offered commodities at different percentages

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment

Application for Permit
Lease contract showing the shop area or plan (facility’s
area in feet)

Required Documents:

Paper advertisements, if any, must include consumer
protection logo
Paper advertising template
Letter showing the details of sales with percentages/
price list

Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email
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Facility owner shall undertake that the sales are real and
shall comply with the prices mentioned in lists and statements approved by DED
Discount shall not be less than 5% on the original sale price
on all commodities through sales period

Terms & Conditions:

Providing printed and enumerated statements showing
the price of the commodity before and after the discount
Not to put any posters inside or outside the shop unless
after the obtainment of permit for sales
Removing all promotional and advertising posters, boards
and price tags after the end of sales period

Sales (for Establishments with areas equal to 2000
sq. ft and less) AED 2500 + Fees of Administrative
Services Application Form AED 50 in case of 7 days’
extension AED 500
Sales (for Establishments with areas equal to 2001-4000 sq.
ft) AED 3500 + Fees of Administrative Services Application
Form AED 50 in case of extension AED 700

Fees:

Sales (for Establishments with areas equal to 4001-6000
sq. ft) AED 8000 + Fees of Administrative Services
Application Form AED 50 in case of 7 days’ extension
AED 1600
Sales (for Establishments with areas equal to 6000 sq. ft
and above) AED 13500 + Fees of Administrative Services
Application Form AED 50 in case of 7 days’ extension AED
2700 + (Advertisement for sales) AED 250
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers
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Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Permit for Organization of Concert without fees:

Name of Service

Permit for Organization of Concert without fees

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Through this service, individuals and different entities
may request permit for organization of concerts or events
Issuance of permit for concerts outside the tourism facilities/ for concerts

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment

Application for Permit

Required Documents:

Letter showing details of the concert (name – date of
concert – location, period of concert whether morning or
evening – concert time from and to)
Number of participants
Paper Advertising template
Necessary approvals from concerned government entities
(where necessary), approval of police (where required)
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Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

Not to be offensive to society’s customs and traditions
and Sharia
Not to encourage, spread or promote prohibited written
ideas, beliefs or projects prejudicial to the State, State’s
institutions and symbols or society

Terms & Conditions:

Permit is given to organizations specialized in organizing
recreational events and concerts
All concerts in hotels and other places in the emirate
shall obtain permit from DED
The organizer shall be licensed from DED and its license
shall include concert organization activity
Organizations permitted to hold a concert must obtain
permit for any promotional campaigns on the occasion
of the concert

AED 350 per each day

Fees:
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Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers
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Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Permit for Organization of Concerts with Fees:

Name of Service

Permit for Organization of Concerts with Fees

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Issuance of permit for concerts outside the tourism establishments/ song performances

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment

Application for Permit
Letter showing details of the concert (name – date of
concert – location, period of concert whether morning or
evening – concert time from and to)

Required Documents:

Number of participants
Paper Advertising template
Necessary approvals from concerned government entities
(where necessary), approval of police (where required)
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Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

Not to be offensive to society’s customs and traditions
and Sharia
Not to encourage, spread or promote prohibited written ideas, beliefs or projects prejudicial to the State,
State’s institutions and symbols or society

Terms & Conditions:

Permit is given to organizations specialized in organizing recreational events and concerts
All concerts in hotels and other places in the emirate
shall obtain permit from DED
The organizer shall be licensed from DED and its license
shall include concert organization activity
Organizations permitted to hold a concert must obtain
permit for any promotional campaigns on the occasion
of the concert

AED 500 per day

Fees:

Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
10% of the value of sold tickets

Service Correlation with
other Services:
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N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Automated Machine Installation Permit:

Name of Service

Automated Machine Installation Permit

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Self-service machine such as:
(ATM machine, Telephone Bill Payment Machine, self-service photocopying machine, insurance certificate issuance
machine)

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment

Application for Permit

Required Documents:

Statement from Central Bank of number of machines
Detailed letter from the concerned bank with machines
numbers and locations
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Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

Terms & Conditions:

The permit holder must comply with the laws and regulations and renew the permit on time
Permit number must be mentioned on the machine

AED 1000 per machine annually

Fees:
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Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Permit for Establishment’s Warehouse Lease:
Name of Service

Permit for Establishment’s Warehouse Lease

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Warehouse for storage of materials

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural

Concerned Division:

Customer Happiness Centers Division

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment
Application for Permit
Valid lease contract
Site drawing (Croquis)
Site plan

Required Documents:

Copy of passport and ID of the owner
Copy of valid license
Submission of the following external approvals:
1. Civil Defense
2. Police in case of storage of chemical substances
3. (Municipality & Planning Department/ Real Estate Regu-

lation Department)

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval
Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
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Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

Permit holder must comply with laws and regulations and
use the warehouse for storage of specified materials only
It is prohibited to store chemical substances and environmentally harmful materials

Terms & Conditions:

packing and repacking are prohibited
Permit holder must provide a trade name board on
the door and open the warehouse for the competent
officer upon request for inspection of contents
In case of non-compliance with laws and regulations,
the permit shall be cancelled and actions shall be taken
against the violator as per the law

AED 300

Fees:
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Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Permit to work extra hours (24 hours):
Name of Service

Permit to work extra hours (24 hours)

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Permit to practice work or provide service after the official
working hours / 12 AM

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural

Concerned Division:

Customer Happiness Centers Division

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment
Application for Permit

Required Documents:

Approval of Police GHQ
Copy of valid license
Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email
Extra hours shall be worked only inside the shop

Terms & Conditions:

License holder must comply with the Regulations of DED
and Ajman Police G.H.Q
This permit shall not be valid if the license is invalid
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Establishment shall be located in the main street
DED may cancel the Permit upon letter from Ajman Police
G.H.Q regarding complaints against the establishment

AED 3000

Fees:
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Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Permit for Work from 12:00 AM to 2:00 AM:
Name of Service

Permit for Work from 12:00 AM to 2:00 AM

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Permit for conduct of work or provision of service from
12 AM to 2 AM

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural

Concerned Division:

Customer Happiness Centers Division

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment
Application for Permit

Required Documents:

Approval of Police GHQ
Copy of valid license
Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email
Extra hours shall be worked only inside the shop

Terms & Conditions:

License holder must comply with the Regulations of DED
and Ajman Police G.H.Q
This permit shall not be valid if the license is invalid
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Establishment shall be located in the main street
DED may cancel the Permit upon letter from Ajman Police
G.H.Q regarding complaints against the establishment

AED 2000

Fees:
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Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Permit for Special Offers up to 15 days:
Name of Service

Permit for Special Offers up to 15 days

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Offers for range of goods in supermarket – product with
other product or number increase

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural

Concerned Division:

Customer Happiness Centers Division

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment
Application for Permit

Required Documents:

paper advertisement template
Price List
Copy of valid license
Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

Terms & Conditions:

Approval of Municipality & Planninig Department - Public
Health in case of display of foodstuff (only new product in
the market requires approval)
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License holder must comply with the laws and regulations
and display only the permitted product
The copy of the permit must be placed at a visible
place in the display area
The conduct of the licensed activity mentioned in the
commercial license
Lease contract or NOC from the lessor

AED 2000 and in case of 7 days’ extension AED 500

Fees:

Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
AED 250 paper advertisement fees
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Kiosk Permit:
Name of Service

Kiosk Permit

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Issuance of permit for shoe repair kiosk

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural

Concerned Division:

Customer Happiness Centers Division

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment
Application for Permit
Valid Lease Contract

Required Documents:

Photo of the Kiosk
NOC from the Lessor
Copy of valid license
Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

Terms & Conditions:

Approval of Municipality & Planninig Department - Public
Health in case of display of foodstuff (only new product in
the market requires approval)
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License holder must comply with the laws and regulations
and display only the permitted product
The copy of the permit must be placed at a visible place
in the display area
The conduct of the licensed activity mentioned in the
commercial license
Lease contract or NOC from the lessor

AED 5000

Fees:
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Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Permit for Counters inside the Malls and Shopping Centers:

Name of Service

Permit for Counters inside the Malls and Shopping
Centers

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Monthly counter for display of products inside shopping
centers

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural

Concerned Division:

Customer Happiness Centers Division

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment
Application for Permit
Design in Arabic and English Language

Required Documents:

In case of paper advertising, it must contain consumer
protection logo
NOC from the lessor
Copy of valid license
Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email
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License holder shall observe the laws and regulations and
display only the permitted product
Copy of the permit must be placed in a visible place in the
exhibition place

Terms & Conditions:

Review Public Health Department in case of display of
foodstuff
Conduct the same activity mentioned in the commercial
license
Lease contract of NOC from the lessor

AED 1500

Fees:

Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
AED 250 in case of printed paper ads
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Permit for Trade Name Signboard on the façade of the Establishment:

Name of Service

Permit for Trade Name Signboard on the façade
of the Establishment

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Establishment’s Trade Name or Trade Mark Signboard

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural

Concerned Division:

Customer Happiness Centers Division

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment
Application for Permit

Required Documents:

Design in Arabic and English Language
NOC in case of trademarks
Approval of Ministry of Economy or trademark agent in
case of trademarks displayed on the board
Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email
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The License holder shall observe the laws and regulations
and use the card for the authorized purposes
The entity must print the permitted number for the attested specification and write the permit number
Billboard shall not include God’s name, state flags and
official logos
The requests for billboard must be submitted through the
representatives of companies specialized in making board
Company or establishment requiring advertisement of its
products shall have a valid license

Terms & Conditions:

Concerned company/ establishment must remove the
advertisement in case it does not intend to renew the
advertisement permit or dispense therewith before its
expiry or in case of expiry of commercial license of the
concerned company/ establishment provided that a picture prior to, and post removal is submitted
Writing in a correct language avoiding spelling and
grammar errors and in clear font
Using Arabic language is compulsory in advertisements; it
is permitted to use English language alongside
Taking into account the consistency of the board with
neighboring shops in the same building and neighboring
buildings in terms of space and lengths and its consistency
with the structural and architectural form of the building
Board shall not be placed on building balconies, floors,
or windows
No permit shall be given to any boards placed on narrow
internal passages or roads

AED 350

Fees:
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Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Permit for Additional Ad for Establishment’s Trade Name or Trademark:

Name of Service

Permit for Additional Ad for Establishment’s Trade
Name or Trademark

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

This permit includes additional ads for trade name such as
side and LED boards in addition to the trademarks inside
the signboard

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment

Application for Permit
Design in Arabic and English Language

Required Documents:

NOC in case of trademarks
Approval of Ministry of Economy or trademark agent in
case of trademarks displayed on the board
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Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

The License holder shall observe the laws and regulations
and use the card for the authorized purposes
The entity must print the permitted number for the attested specification and write the permit number
Billboard shall not include God’s name, state flags and
official logos
The requests for billboard must be submitted through the
representatives of companies specialized in making board
Company or establishment requiring advertisement of its
products shall have a valid license

Terms & Conditions:

Concerned company/ establishment must remove the advertisement in case it does not intend to renew the advertisement permit or dispense therewith before its expiry or
in case of expiry of commercial license of the concerned
company/ establishment provided that a picture prior to,
and post removal is submitted
Writing in a correct language avoiding spelling and
grammar errors and in clear font
Using Arabic language is compulsory in advertisements; it
is permitted to use English language alongside
Taking into account the consistency of the board with
neighboring shops in the same building and neighboring
buildings in terms of space and lengths and its consistency
with the structural and architectural form of the building
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AED 10 per square meter up to AED 250

Fees:

AED 500 per trademark
Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Permit for Billboards (Shades, Flags, Textile, Cinema Movie Screen):

Name of Service

Permit for Billboards (Shades, Flags, Textile,
Cinema Movie Screen)

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Signboards for commercial shops for writing trade name
or trademark on shade, textile or flag

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment
Application for Permit

Required Documents:

Design in Arabic and English Language
NOC in case of trademarks
Approval of Ministry of Economy or trademark agent in
case of trademarks displayed on the board

Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

Terms & Conditions:
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The License holder shall observe the laws and regulations
and use the card for the authorized purposes
The entity must print the permitted number for the attested specification and write the permit number

The License holder shall observe the laws and regulations
and use the card for the authorized purposes
The entity must print the permitted number for the attested specification and write the permit number
Not to use God’s name and put flags of states and official
logos in the billboard
The requests for billboard must be submitted through
the representatives of companies specialized in making
billboard
Company or establishment requiring advertisement of its
products shall have a valid license
Concerned company/ establishment must remove the
advertisement in case it does not intend to renew the
advertisement permit or dispense therewith before its
expiry or in case of expiry of commercial license of the
concerned company/ establishment provided that a picture prior to, and post removal is submitted
Writing in a correct language avoiding spelling and
grammar errors and in clear font
Using Arabic language is compulsory in advertisements; it
is permitted to use English language alongside
Taking into account the consistency of the board with
neighboring shops in the same building and neighboring
buildings in terms of space and lengths and its consistency
with the structural and architectural form of the building
Board shall not be placed on building balconies, floors,
or windows
No permit shall be given to any boards placed on narrow
internal passages or roads

AED 250 per billboard annually

Fees:

AED 500 in case there is a trademark
Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Permit for Establishment’s Digital Ads:

Name of Service

Permit for Establishment’s Digital (Electronic)
Ads

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Digital billboard in a shopping mall

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment

Design in Arabic and English Language

Required Documents:

Letter from establishment
Application for Permit
Copy of valid license
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Submission of external approvals in the following cases:
1. Approval of Ministry of Economy or the trademark agent

in case of display of trademark on the billboard

2. Approval of building owner for billboards in the top of the

building, except cases of full building lease

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval
Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

License holder shall observe the laws and regulations and
use the card for the authorized purposes
The entity must print the permitted number for the attested specification and write the permit number
Not to use God’s name and put flags of states and official
logos in the billboard

Terms & Conditions:

The requests for billboard must be submitted through
the representatives of companies specialized in making
billboard
Company or establishment requiring advertisement of
its products shall have a valid license
Concerned company/ establishment must remove the
advertisement in case it does not intend to renew the
advertisement permit or dispense therewith before its
expiry or in case of expiry of commercial license of the
concerned company/ establishment provided that a picture prior to, and post removal is submitted
Writing in a correct language avoiding spelling and
grammar errors and in clear font
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No permit shall be given to any boards placed on narrow
internal passages or roads
Design, installation and fixation of the board shall be in
compliance with the technical specification and engineering rules and the board shall not obstruct doors, windows,
passages, exit means, water pipes and drains
Providing picture of the building, property or place where
the board will be installed
Providing sufficient information on company/ establishment which designed and prepared the ad design template
including the trade name and address
Providing an appropriate plan for the board design required to be permitted showing the place, dimension and
character of the boards along with their dimensions and
actual measurements and any information or other data
regarding the measurements of the board
Permanent board whose permit is linked to the validity of
license for shops, villas and offices
The board shall not be offensive to Sharia or society’s
traditions and customs, morals or public order
Existence of valid license from Department of Economic Development for the company/ establishment whose
products and services are advertised
AED 250 per signboard annually

Fees:

AED 500 in case there is a trademark
Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21
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Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Vending Machine Permit:
Name of Service

Vending Machine Permit

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

A machine installed at specific places where coins are put
to sell specific kinds of goods

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment

Application for Permit
Copy of valid license

Required Documents:

NOC from the owner of property or place where the
machine is intended to be placed
Obtainment of approvals (if necessary)

Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email
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Permit shall be valid so long as the license is valid
Renewal of trademark registration
The Permit is renewed against annual fees equal to the fee
paid for the first time

Terms & Conditions:

No objection from the owner of the property or place
where the machine is intended to be placed
The application should be submitted by a commercial
entity licensed in emirate of Dubai to conduct the suitable activity that accommodates the marketing operations of such devices and machines and the permit will
be issued on the license of the location (place) where
the machine is intended to be installed after ensuring
the suitability thereof

AED 300 per machine

Fees:
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Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Permit for Additional Activities for the Establishment (Complex + Simple):

Name of Service

Permit for Additional Activities for the
Establishment (Complex + Simple)

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Complex additional activity (activity not existing in the
license activities and conducted by the establishment)

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural

Concerned Division:

Customer Happiness Centers Division

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment
Application for Permit

Required Documents:

Design in Arabic and English , if any
Copy of valid license
Letter from establishment

Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email
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Permit is valid as long as the license is valid

Terms & Conditions:

Permit is renewed for annual fees equal to the fee paid for
the first time
Additional permit on the commercial license to conduct
a specific activity within the licensed activities

AED 1000

Fees:
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Tent Permit:
Name of Service

Tent Permit

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

A machine installed at specific places where coins are put
to sell specific kinds of goods

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural

Concerned Division:

Customer Happiness Centers Division

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment
Application for Permit

Required Documents:

Letter showing the details of the tent (date of placement
of the tent – location, dimensions of the tent)
Copy of valid license
Necessary approvals from concerned government entities
(where necessary)
Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

Terms & Conditions:

Only commercial use
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AED 5000 for 500 sq. ft or less
501-1000 sq. ft AED 10000

Fees:

Above 1000 sq. ft AED 15000
Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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External Areas:
Name of Service

External Areas

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Public areas used by the owner or the tenant as car parks

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural

Concerned Division:

Customer Happiness Centers Division

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment
Copy of valid license

Required Documents:

Application for Permit
Approval of Municipality & Planning Department/ Roads
Department
Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

Terms & Conditions:

Not to obstruct movement of the establishment or car
parking
Not to exceed the area specified by the DED
Not to cause inconvenience to others
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External area is designated for the purpose mentioned
in the Permit
Always keep the place clean

AED 1000 per annum

Fees:

182

Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Permit for Parking Lot Lease:

Name of Service

Permit for Parking Lot Lease

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Permit to place tables, chairs, etc. outside the establishment

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural

Concerned Division:

Customer Happiness Centers Division

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment
Copy of valid license

Required Documents:

Application for Permit
Lease/ Investment Contract from the Owner
Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

Terms & Conditions:

Approval of Transport Authority
Municipality’s approval
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Fees:

AED 5000 for each annual parking

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Permit for Food Delivery during the day of Ramadan:

Name of Service

Permit for Food Delivery during the day of
Ramadan

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Delivery of food orders during the day of Ramadan to
homes without meal offering inside the restaurant

Service Category & Type:
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Sub-service
Procedural

Concerned Division:

Customer Happiness Centers Division

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment
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Copy of valid license

Required Documents:

Application for Permit
Submission of request together with a site plan
Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

The shop shall not serve food to public during the day

Terms & Conditions:

It shall be restricted to the preparation of meals to
non-Muslims and their delivery to their locations
The health conditions and hygiene shall be implemented
Copy to Public Health Division

Fees:

AED 5000 for a period of one month
Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21
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Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Permit for Additional Offices of the Establishment:

Name of Service

Permit for Additional Offices of the
Establishment

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Permit for additional office on the existing license provided
that the same is not opened in the same building

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural

Concerned Division:

Customer Happiness Centers Division

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment
Copy of valid license

Required Documents:

Application for Permit
Lease contract for the additional office

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval
Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
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Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

Fees :
Terms & Conditions:

Fees:

Lease contract for the additional office
Permit is given only for the existing license in the same
property/ building, and payment of Aswaq fee (5%) of the
lease contract
AED 1500
Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Permit for Insurance Offices:

Name of Service

Permit for Insurance Offices

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Provision of insurance service through an office opened
in the vehicle inspection building

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural

Concerned Division:

Customer Happiness Centers Division

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment

Copy of valid license

Required Documents:

Application for Permit
Lease contract or NOC from the lessor
Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

Terms & Conditions:
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Lease contract or NOC from the lessor

Fees:

AED 5000
Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Festivals Permit:

Name of Service

Festivals Permit

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Organization of festival or marketing or promotional
event

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural

Concerned Division:

Customer Happiness Centers Division

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment
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Copy of valid license

Required Documents:

Obtainment of required approvals
Application for Permit
Detailed study on the organized festival and events

Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

Not to be offensive to society’s customs and traditions
and Sharia, not to encourage, spread or promote prohibited written ideas, beliefs or projects prejudicial to the
State, State’s institutions and symbols or society
Specialized organizations are permitted to organize exhibitions – permit is given for trade, scientific, cultural,
financial, art and heritage exhibitions

Terms & Conditions:

Organizer shall have a DED’s license including exhibition
or conference organization activity
Public organizations in the emirate may organize introductory exhibitions to display goods they produce or services they provide to public
Organization of any conference or seminary in which experts and specialists talk from UAE or abroad requires a
prior permit from DED
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Fees:

AED 500 Monthly
Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Permit to organize a trade exhibition for more than one Establishment
up to 30 days:

Name of Service

Permit to organize a trade exhibition for more than
one Establishment up to 30 days:

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Organization of trade exhibition for one organization to
display their different products to public at specific places

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural

Concerned Division:

Customer Happiness Centers Division

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment
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Application for Permit
Necessary approvals from concerned government entities
(where necessary)

Required Documents:

Copy of valid license
Letter showing the details of (exhibition/ name – date of
exhibition – place – number of participants)
List of commercial establishments participating in the
exhibition
Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

Not to be offensive to society’s customs and traditions and
Sharia, not to encourage, spread or promote prohibited
written ideas, beliefs or projects prejudicial to the State,
State’s institutions and symbols or society
Specialized organizations are permitted to organize exhibitions – permit is given for trade, scientific, cultural,
financial, art and heritage exhibitions

Terms & Conditions:

Organizer shall have a DED’s license including exhibition
or conference organization activity
Public organizations in the emirate may organize introductory exhibitions to display goods they produce or
services they provide to public
Organization of any conference or seminary in which experts and specialists talk from UAE or abroad requires a
prior permit from DED
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Fees:

AED 500 Monthly
Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Permit to organize a trade exhibition for one Establishment up
to 30 days:

Name of Service

Permit to organize a trade exhibition for one
Establishment up to 30 days

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Gathering of several companies under one roof to offer
their different products to public at specific places

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural

Concerned Division:

Customer Happiness Centers Division

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment
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Application for Permit

Required Documents:

Necessary approvals from concerned government entities
(where necessary)
Copy of valid license
Letter showing the details of (exhibition/ name – date of
exhibition – place – number of participants)
Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

Not to be offensive to society’s customs and traditions and
Sharia, not to encourage, spread or promote prohibited
written ideas, beliefs or projects prejudicial to the State,
State’s institutions and symbols or society
Specialized organizations are permitted to organize exhibitions – permit is given for trade, scientific, cultural,
financial, art and heritage exhibitions

Terms & Conditions:

Organizer shall have a DED’s license including exhibition
or conference organization activity
Public organizations in the emirate may organize introductory exhibitions to display goods they produce or
services they provide to public
Organization of any conference or seminary in which experts and specialists talk from UAE or abroad requires a
prior permit from DED
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Fees:

AED 500
Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Permit for Trade or Promotional Conference with Exhibition:

Name of Service

Permit for Trade or Promotional Conference
with Exhibition

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Conferences or seminars where experts and specialists
talk, representatives or invitees from different entities
participate, with existence of an exhibition for several
companies for trade purpose such as sale

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural

Concerned Division:

Customer Happiness Centers Division

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment
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Application for Permit

Required Documents :

Necessary approvals from concerned government entities
(where necessary)
Copy of valid license
Letter showing the details of (exhibition/ name – date of
exhibition – place – number of participants)
Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
( Customer Journey ) :

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

Not to be offensive to society’s customs and traditions and
Sharia, not to encourage, spread or promote prohibited
written ideas, beliefs or projects prejudicial to the State,
State’s institutions and symbols or society
Specialized organizations are permitted to organize exhibitions – permit is given for trade, scientific, cultural,
financial, art and heritage exhibitions

Terms & Conditions :

Organizer shall have a DED’s license including exhibition
or conference organization activity
Public organizations in the emirate may organize introductory exhibitions to display goods they produce or
services they provide to public
Organization of any conference or seminary in which experts and specialists talk from UAE or abroad requires a
prior permit from DED
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Fees:

AED 500 for one month
Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Permit for Trade or Promotional Conferences with paid participation:

Name of Service

Permit for Trade or Promotional Conferences
with paid participation

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Conferences or seminars with paid participation and entry where experts and specialists talk and representatives
of, or persons invited by different entities participate

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural

Concerned Division:

Customer Happiness Centers Division

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment

Application for Permit

Required Documents:

Necessary approvals from concerned government entities
(where necessary)
Copy of valid license
Letter showing the details of (exhibition/ name – date of
exhibition – place – number of participants)

Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email
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Not to be offensive to society’s customs and traditions
and Sharia
Not to encourage, spread or promote prohibited written
ideas, beliefs or projects prejudicial to the State, State’s
institutions and symbols or society

Terms & Conditions:

Specialized organizations are permitted to organize exhibitions – permit is given for trade, scientific, cultural,
financial, art and heritage exhibitions
Organizer shall have a DED’s license including exhibition
or conference organization activity
Public organizations in the emirate may organize introductory exhibitions to display goods they produce or
services they provide to public
Organization of any conference or seminary in which experts and specialists talk from UAE or abroad requires a
prior permit from DED

AED 1000

Fees:

Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50
10% of sold coupons

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Permit for Free Trade or Promotional Conferences:

Name of Service

Permit for Free Trade or Promotional
Conferences

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Conferences or seminars with free participation and entry
where experts and specialists talk and representatives of,
or persons invited by different entities participate

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural

Concerned Division:

Customer Happiness Centers Division

Service Beneficiary:

Establishment

Application for Permit

Required Documents:

Necessary approvals from concerned government entities
(where necessary)
Copy of valid license
Letter showing the details of (exhibition/ name – date of
exhibition – place – number of participants)

Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email
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Not to be offensive to society’s customs and traditions
and Sharia
Not to encourage, spread or promote prohibited written
ideas, beliefs or projects prejudicial to the State, State’s
institutions and symbols or society

Terms & Conditions:

Specialized organizations are permitted to organize exhibitions – permit is given for trade, scientific, cultural,
financial, art and heritage exhibitions
Organizer shall have a DED’s license including exhibition
or conference organization activity
Public organizations in the emirate may organize introductory exhibitions to display goods they produce or
services they provide to public
Organization of any conference or seminary in which experts and specialists talk from UAE or abroad requires a
prior permit from DED

Fees:

AED 250
Fees of Administrative Services Application Form AED 50

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A
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Second:

Economic Permits Replacement

Replacement for Permit:
Name of Service

Replacement for Permit

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Replacement for any Permit issued by DED

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment

Application for Permit

Required Documents:

Letter from establishment
Copy of valid license

Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email
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Terms & Conditions:

N/A

Fees:

AED 50

Economic Permits Replacement

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Economic Permits Replacement
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Third:

Amendment of Economic Permits

Amendment of Permit:
Name of Service

Amendment of Permit

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Permit for Data Amendment or date of small campaign
draw – amendment of information regarding exhibition
(fair), conference, sales, promotional campaign, commercial advertisement permit

Service Category & Type:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment

Application for Permit

Required Documents:

Letter from establishment
Copy of valid license

Presence of the concerned party or the representative of
the company or establishment for request (application)
approval

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Creation of request (application) and submission of papers
Payment of fees
Electronic archiving of documents
Receipt of permit or its transmission by email

Terms & Conditions:
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Amendment of Economic Permits

N/A

Fees:

AED 50 Administrative Services Fees
AED 500

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Customer Happiness Centers

Service Code:

Application for Permit No. TL21

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Amendment of Economic Permits
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Control & Consumer Protection

First:

Anti-commercial Fraud

Request for Consideration of Trademark Infringement Dispute:

Name of Service

Request for Consideration of Trademark
Infringement Dispute

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

This service enables customer to submit complaint on
infringement of trademarks

Service Category & Type:

Concerned Division:

Sub-service
Procedural
Anti-commercial Fraud Division

Establishments

Service Beneficiary:

Companies
Business sector

Official letter from the Company or its representative in
the State including the details of complaint provided that
it is in Arabic if possible

Required Documents:

Official POA notarized and attested from the official
entities in the UAE from the brand owners to proceed
with the complaint (if the complaint is submitted by the
agent of the trademark owner)
List of Complainers
Original and counterfeit sample
Statement of similarities
Copy of registration of (trademark) registered in the
Ministry of Economy (valid)

Anti - commerical Fraud
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Request shall be submitted through DED’s website or
smart application
Electronic payment of fees
Study and Verification of the Validity of Complaint
In case of approval of the complaint, the complainant is
notified to pay the following fees:

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

1. Inspection of any location at the request of the complainant

from one to three sites AED 1000

2. Based on complainant’s request AED 300 to be added
3. Inspection of warehouse at the request of complainant

AED 2500

4. Field inspection and confiscation on establishment object

of complaint

5. Take the necessary legal action according to the list of

violations

6. Notification of complainant of the result of actions taken
7. Closure of complaint
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Terms & Conditions:

N/A

Fees:

AED 2000 plus the above inspection fees in case of
approval

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

DED’s website or smart application

Service Code:

N/A

Anti - commerical Fraud

Service Delivery
Duration:

Ten working days

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Consideration of Commercial Agency Infringement Dispute:

Name of Service

Consideration of Commercial Agency
Infringement Dispute

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

This Service enables commercial agencies approved in
the UAE or their representatives to submit a complaint
for infringement of commercial agencies

Service Category & Type:

Concerned Division:

Sub-service
Procedural
Anti-commercial Fraud Division

Establishments

Service Beneficiary:

Companies
Business sector

Official letter from the agent or the company or its representative including the details of complaint provided that
the complaint is written in Arabic if possible

Required Documents:

Official POA duly notarized and attested by officia entities
in the UAE from the trademark owners to proceed with
the complaint (if the complaint is submitted by commercial agency representative)
List of Complainers

Anti - commerical Fraud
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Original and counterfeit sample
Statement of similarities
Copy of commercial agency registered with the Ministry
of Economy (valid)

Request shall be submitted through DED’s website or
smart application
Electronic payment of fees
To study the complaint and verify its validity
In case of approval of the complaint, the complainant is
notified to pay the following fees:

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

1. Inspection of any location at the request of the complainant

from one to three sites AED 1000

2. Based on complainant’s request AED 300 to be added
3. Inspection of warehouse at the request of complainant

AED 2500

4. Field inspection and confiscation on establishment object

of complaint

5. Take the necessary legal action according to the list of

violations

6. Notification of complainant of the result of actions taken
7. Closure of complaint
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Terms & Conditions:

N/A

Fees:

AED 2500 plus the above inspection fees in case of
approval

Anti - commerical Fraud

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

DED’s website or smart application

Service Code:

N/A

Service Delivery
Duration:

Ten working days

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Anti - commerical Fraud
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Trademarks/ Commercial Agencies Registration Application:
Name of Service

Trademarks/ Commercial Agencies Registration
Application

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

This service allows economic entities or their representatives that hold trademarks/ commercial agencies and are
registered with the Ministry of Economy to apply for the
registration thereof with the Department after registration
with the Ministry of Economy, to protect the intellectual
property rights and consumers from counterfeiting and
commercial fraud

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural
Companies

Service Beneficiary:

Institutions
Business Sector
A copy of the (valid) certificate of registration with the
Ministry of Economy

Required Documents:

A copy of the trade license of the trademark/ commercial
agency holder
The certificate of legal power of attorney granted by the
trademark/ commercial agency holder (in case of authorized
agent)
Log in to the website:
www.ajmanded.ae

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

or the Department’s smart application
Submit the application for trademark/ commercial agency
registration via the Department’s website
Attach the required documents, and fill out and send the
application to the Department
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The Department shall not be responsible for any errors in
the data contained in complaints after collecting the fees
The users of Anti-Commercial Fraud System shall not be
entitled to share any information or data on the system
with any entity other than the related company, such as
the complaint details or any data relating to the reports
etc
The user undertakes to produce and furnish the original
documents, if so requested by the Department

Terms & Conditions:

The user undertakes to provide the original and counterfeited goods, if so requested by the Department
The user shall provide duly certified power of attorney
if the application is submitted by an agent
The user certifies and undertakes that all data and attached documents are attested and issued by the duly
authorized and official authorities
The user undertakes to notify the Department of any
amendment or change to any data or documents submitted
in the future, within 10 business days as of the date of such
amendment or change
The user undertakes to notify and provide the Department
with technical reports on the technical inspection of seized
samples, if so requested by the Department

Fees:

Free of charge

Anti - commerical Fraud
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Service Correlation with
other Services:
Service Delivery
Channels:
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The service of complaints against the infringement of
trademarks/ commercial agencies
Website
Smart Application

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

N/A

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 working days

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Anti - commerical Fraud

Anti - commerical Fraud
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Second:

Consumer

Consumer Rights Protection:
Name of Service

Consumer Rights Protection

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

This service enables consumers to submit an application
for decision on infringement of his rights by any establishment licensed with the DED during transactions and
services received by consumer provided that there are
warrantees, contracts or invoices that protect his rights

Service Category & Type:

Concerned Division:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
Consumer Protection Division

Public
Individuals

Purchase invoice/ Agreement
Warranty Certificate (if necessary)

Required Documents:

Receipt of payment (if required)
Photos of product object of complaint
Name and details of establishment against which
complaint is made
Name of Complainant and his/her contact details

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):
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Consumer

Application shall be submitted through DED’s website or
smart application

To study the application and verify if the consumer has any
rights vis-à-vis the establishment
If the application is valid, a settlement is made
between the parties
If the application is invalid, then it shall be rejected and
closed

Terms & Conditions:

N/A

Fees:

Free of charge

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Website

Service Delivery
Channels:

Smart Application
Government Contact Center

Service Code:

Service Delivery
Duration:

N/A

Two working days for minor complaints
Four working days for average complaints
Six working days for complex complaints

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Consumer
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Awareness-raising on Consumer Rights:
Name of Service

Awareness-raising on Consumer Rights
Through this service, the Division shall sensitize shopping centers and consumers about:
1. Raise awareness among both consumers and shopping

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

centers about consumer rights

2. Raise awareness among consumers and shopping centers

about tax invoice

3. Sensitize shopping centers about the display of commodity

prices on shelves and the need that the same complies with
the price collected

Service Category & Type:
Concerned Division:
Concerned Division:

Sub-service
Procedural
Consumer Protection Division

Individuals
Companies

Service Beneficiary:

Establishments
Business Sector
Public
Consumers
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Required Documents:

N/A

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Annual Awareness Plan Preparation

Consumer

Approval of the Plan

Implementation according to the approved time table
Sensitize consumers and shopping centers about rights
and obligations
Evaluate consumer and shopping centers’ satisfaction
with awareness events

Terms & Conditions:

N/A

Fees:

Free of charge

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Shopping Centers and Markets
Communication Channels and Media Channels

Service Code:

N/A

Service Delivery
Duration:

As per the time table and awareness plan

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Consumer
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Service Price List Approval:
Name of Service

Service Price List Approval

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

This service enables to ensure that ladies and gents
salons, car wash companies and laundries affix service
price lists to avoid consumer manipulation in festive occasions through price increase and raising sometimes to
the double

Service Category & Type:
Concerned Division:

Sub-service
Procedural

Concerned Division:

Consumer Protection Division

Service Beneficiary:

Establishments

Registration of services and their prices in the system
Price List verification
Division’s approval of Establishment’s Price Lists

Required Documents:

Price List printout from the system
Affixing the price list in a visible place in the shop
Carry out inspections to the shop to ensure that service
price lists are affixed

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Terms & Conditions:
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Consumer

Application shall be submitted through DED’s smart
application or website
Electronic payment of fees

N/A

Fees:

AED 200 collected by Economic Registration Division
upon issuance or renewal of the license

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Website
Smart Application

Service Code:

N/A

Service Delivery
Duration:

10 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Consumer
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Feasibility Study:

Name of Service

Feasibility Study

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Enabling entrepreneurs to prepare feasibility studies to
promote new commercial ideas

Service Category & Type:

Concerned Division:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
SME Development Division

UAE nationals who want to start a project and wish to
benefit from the services
SME’s owners

Required Documents:

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Fill out Taziz Program Registration Form online

Individual/ Company must
1. Register in SME Program:

https://www.ajmanded.ae/smeform.aspx

Applicant must be a UAE national

Terms & Conditions:

The business shall be 100% owned and managed by a
UAE national
Place of business shall be in Ajman
Applicant must be (at least) 21 years old

Fees:

Free of charge

SME Development
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

Service Delivery
Channels:

N/A

Please contact SME Team on:
SME.ADVISER@AJMANDED.AE
Visiting DED’s SME Division
Contact the following numbers:
067033834 – 067033851

Service Code:
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Application No. ADED-SMPD-FR-01
Application No. ADED-SMPD-FR-02

Service Delivery
Duration:

Not specified

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

SME Development

Training:

Name of Service

Training

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Provision of specialized training workshops on business
administration, financial management and all various
fields needed by the entrepreneur

Service Category & Type:

Concerned Division:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
SME Development Division

Any UAE national starting a project wishing to avail of
services
SME owners

Required Documents:

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Fill out Taziz Program Registration Form online

Individual/ Company must
1. Register in SME Program:

https://www.ajmanded.ae/smeform.aspx

Applicant must be a UAE national

Terms & Conditions:

The business shall be 100% owned and managed by a
UAE national
Place of business shall be in Ajman
Applicant must be (at least) 21 years old

Fees:

Free of charge

SME Development
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Please contact SME Team on:
SME.ADVISER@AJMANDED.AE

Service Delivery
Channels:

Visiting DED’s SME Division
Contact the following numbers:
067033834 – 067033851

Service Code:
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Application No. ADED-SMPD-FR-01
Application No. ADED-SMPD-FR-02

Service Delivery
Duration:

Permanent

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

SME Development

Marketing:
Name of Service

Marketing

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Help members to access local and regional markets to
market their products and services through various marketing initiatives, involving them in exhibitions in the UAE
and abroad and open outlets for marketing their products
in different sectors

Service Category & Type:

Concerned Division:

Service Beneficiary:

Sub-service
Procedural
SME Development Division

Any UAE national having a project and wishing to benefit
from marketing of his project inside the emirate
SME owners

Required Documents:

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Fill out Taziz Program Registration Form online

Individual/ Company must
1. Register in SME Program:

https://www.ajmanded.ae/smeform.aspx

Applicant must be a UAE national

Terms & Conditions:

The business shall be 100% owned and managed by a
UAE national
Place of business shall be in Ajman
Applicant must be (at least) 21 years old

Fees:

Free of charge

SME Development
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Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Please contact SME Team on:
SME.ADVISER@AJMANDED.AE

Service Delivery
Channels:

Visiting DED’s SME Division
Contact the following numbers:
067033834 – 067033851

Service Code:

228

Application No. ADED-SMPD-FR-01
Application No. ADED-SMPD-FR-02

Service Delivery
Duration:

One working day

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

SME Development

Reyada Programme:
Name of Service

Reyada Programme

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Provide economic license to encourage UAE nationals and
in particular those domiciled in emirate of Ajman to invest
and exercise economic activity from home

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural

Concerned Division:

SME Development Division

Service Beneficiary:

Any UAE male or female wishing to conduct business
from home

Copy of ID
Copy of Passport

Required Documents:

Makani number
Copy of home’s title deed and NOC Letter from home
owner for any home member (first degree relatives)

Registration with UAE PASS

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Connection with Investor No. (if not previously registered,
please approach Commercial Registration Department)
Fill out Reyada Registration Form online:
https://www.ajmanded.ae/smelicense.aspx

Applicant must be a UAE individual

Terms & Conditions:

Applicant must be at least 21 years old at the time of
application or must have attained 18 years old and Sharia
Court permitted him/her to conduct business

SME Development
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Applicant shall have a domicile in emirate of Ajman within his/her place of abode (owner or tenant) or with any
of his/her first-degree relatives, and must have a specific
address in the emirate with Makani number
Only one license is issued for the applicant
The domicile shall meet all safety and public health conditions, and relevant inspectors are allowed to ensure the
safety of products and the fulfillment of all conditions and
requirements prescribed by federal and local legislation
depending on the type of the licensed activity
A written NOC to be provided from the property owner
to conduct the activity for which license is required to be
issued inside such property
Not to make any nuisance to neighbors and others, cause
any crowd in front of the house or obstruct traffic
Observe general view, avoid any voices, fumes, dust or
smell or hazardous substances transmission from the
place where the activity is conducted
No goods shall be stored or left in front of the house; the
house shall not be transformed to a warehouse inside
50cm * 50cm signboard showing establishment’s name
and type of activity (optional)
License holder must collaborate with DED in relation to
disclosure of data, resolution of consumers’ complaints,
trademark complaints, and shall observe all DED’s resolutions and applicable laws
License holder shall not hire laborers
It is prohibited to use any public health or safety-related
substances
License may not be hired to others
Sale invoices shall be available
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SME Development

Information concerning the License holder shall be updated on annual basis
The activity shall be within the activities permitted to be
conducted at home
License holder should sign a declaration & undertaking
of observance of all conditions and legal requirements in
connection with the conduct of the licensed activity
DED may require any licensing-related information,
including the volume of sales, capital and purchases
relating to the licensing

Fees:

Free of charge for 3 years

Service Correlation with
other
Fees: Services:

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Online Website:
https://www.ajmanded.ae/smelicense.aspx

Service Code:

Application No. ADED-SMPD-FR-05

Service Delivery
Duration:

One day

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

SME Development
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Taziz Programme:
Name of Service

Taziz Programme

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Taziz Programme for SME Development aims to create
a simulative environment for entrepreneurship and development of SMEs by providing support in consultancy,
training and marketing. It aims also to create more job
opportunities and encourage Emiratis’ contributions into
the economic activity and promote Emirate of Ajman as
destination for SMEs in line with Ajman 2021 Strategic Vision to create a competitive environment to attract investments as included in Ajman’s Strategic Map

Service Category & Type:

Concerned Division:

Service Beneficiary:

Required Documents:

Sub-service
Procedural
SMEs in Emirate of Ajman
Registration Form in Taziz Programme
Project Owner’s Undertaking
Fill out Taziz Program Registration Form online

First: Joining the Programme for Training:

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

This includes UAE individuals wishing to avail of Taziz
Programme services, including training, consultancy and
studies without obtainment of commercial license. Procedures are as follows:
1. To apply for the services and attach all required docu-

ments to the competent division

2. The Division ensures that the data is correct
3. Customer shall have an initial membership without pay-

ment of membership fees and obtain Taziz Programme
Services
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SME Development

Second: Registration in Taziz Programme Membership
(for New Projects):

This includes UAE individuals wishing to avail of Taziz services and proceed with the licensing of a new economic
establishment. Procedures are as follows:
1. A request to avail of services along with all required

documents shall be submitted to the competent division

2. The division shall ensure that the data is correct
3. After approval by the concerned officers, request is referred

to Commercial Registration Department for issuance of license and payment of membership fees

4. License holder will receive the economic license, his mem-

bership number related to his enterprise and Taziz Programme services

Third: Registration in Taziz Programme Membership
(for existing establishments):
This includes the UAE owners of SMEs who have an existing economic facility in emirate of Ajman whose incorporation does not exceed three years. Procedures are as
follows:
1. For existing licenses, request for affiliation to the Pro-

gramme and request for renewal along with all required
documents shall be submitted to SME Development Division

2. The Division shall ensure that the data is correct and that

nothing prevents the establishment’s owner from joining
the Programme

3. After approval, the request is referred to the Commercial

Registration Department for license renewal and
membership fee payment

4. License owner shall obtain the economic license and

membership number in addition to Taziz Programme
Services

SME Development
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Special Conditions of the Projects:
1. The project must be submitted by a UAE national and

implemented for his/ her account

2. The person in charge of the study and implementation of

the project and his/ her follow-up shall be a UAE national

3. The project must be based in the UAE
4. Only one license shall be registered and issued during

membership period for each member

Special conditions for Establishments:
1. The establishment must be licensed in the emirate

Terms & Conditions:

2. The establishment must be fully owned by UAE nationals
3. Date of issuance of establishment’s license shall not ex-

ceed three years

4. Establishment’s owner shall not have more than five

commercial licenses

5. The establishment does not benefit from exemptions

granted to subscribers to Khalifa Fund or other funds in
the emirate

6. To provide a statement of employees of the establishment

and salary payslips

7. Adjust the situation of the establishment and pay its fees

or fines, if any

8. Register and issue only one license during period of

membership for each member
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SME Development

Fees:

Service Correlation with
other
Fees: Services:

Service Delivery
Channels:

AED 1000 annually for the first three year, to be renewed
on annual basis
AED 2000 annually in the fourth and fifth years, to be
renewed on annual basis

Commercial Registration Department

Website
Smart Application
Customer Happiness Centers

Forms used in Service
Delivery:

Taziz Programme Registration Form
Project Owner Undertaking

Service Delivery
Duration:

five working days

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

SME Development
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Authentication of Companies’ Contracts

SME Development

Authentication, Amendment and Cancellation of Companies’ Contracts:

Name of Service

Authentication, Amendment and Cancellation of
Companies’ Contracts

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

This service enables customer to request the authentication, amendment and cancellation of contracts

Service Category & Type:

Procedural

Service Beneficiary:

Companies, nationals and non-nationals may apply for
this service

Present ID or passport, of the parties to the instrument or
the POA or any duly attested legal document in case of
representatives

Required Documents:

Present the original documents proving the status of
the parties to the contract if the contract is not made in
personal capacity
MOA and previous addenda, if any
Commercial license
Initial approval from DED
Other documents depending on the type of instrument
(permit to conduct business for minors)

Contract or instrument required to be authenticated

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

Identity documents of the parties
Open an application and obtain initial approval and pay
the relevant fee
Attach the required documents through DED’s website
Personal attendance and signature before notarial officer

Authentication Contracts
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Presence of parties to the contract in person or through
their representatives to sign before the notarial officer
Approval of the contract and its sending by email to
customer

Parties to the contract shall be present in person or
through their legal representative; they shall have legal
capacity and power to contract

Terms & Conditions:

Any document not written in Arabic must be translated by
a certified translator and notarized by the Notary Public
Any document issued abroad must be attested by the
competent authorities (Ministry of Foreign Affairs)
Payment of fees
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Fees:

Depending on number of parties and the value of the
instrument as provided for in Amiri Resolution No. 23 of
2018 and its amendments

Service Correlation with
other Services:

Licensing Services (Issuance/ Amendment of License/ +
Cancellation of License)

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Attendance before the legal officer (Authentications)

Service Code:

Through Authentications System

Service Delivery
Duration:

20 min

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Authentication Contracts

Authentication Contracts
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Customer Relations

Inquiry & Request for Reply to Inquiry:

Name of Service

Inquiry & Request for Reply to Inquiry

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Reply to inquiries and questions concerning all services
provided by DED, whether in respect of information or
procedures provided by different Departments or Divisions

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment

Service Beneficiary:

Individual
Company

Required Documents:

Phone number or email to contact customer

Customer submits an inquiry to DED’s Complaints &
Suggestions Division via the following communication
channels:
1. Government Contact Center on toll free number 80070

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

2. DED’s Email: info@ajmanded.ae
3. Ajman Government Contact Center through Uniform

Government Service Guide available on
www.ajmanded.ae

4. DED’s website through via the link: www.ajmanded.ae

by filling out online form

5. DED’S Smart Mobile Application Ajmanded

Terms & Conditions:

N/A

Customer Relations
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Fees:

Free of Charge

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Website
Smart Application
Government Contact Center
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Service Code:

ADED-CRD-PR-01

Service Delivery
Duration:

One working day unless the reply requires further consideration and investigation

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Customer Relations

Submission of Suggestions:

Name of Service

Submission of Suggestions

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

This service enables monitoring on customers’ suggestions, opinions and remarks according to mechanisms
that permit their easy registration, which enables the DED
to study, classify, evaluate and measure the effect thereof
using a method incentivizing them to continue providing
remarks and thus benefit therefrom in the development
of services in line with customer visions and needs

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment

Service Beneficiary:

Individual
Company

Required Documents:

Phone number or email to contact customer

Customer submits an inquiry to DED’s Complaints &
Suggestions Division via the following communication
channels:
1. Government Contact Center on toll free number 80070

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

2. DED’s Email: info@ajmanded.ae
3. Ajman Government Contact Center through Uniform

Government Service Guide available on
www.ajmanded.ae

4. DED’s website through via the link: www.ajmanded.ae

by filling out online form

5. DED’S Smart Mobile Application Ajmanded
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Terms & Conditions:

N/A

Fees:

Free of Charge

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Website
Smart Application
Government Contact Center
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Service Code:

ADED-CRD-PR-01

Service Delivery
Duration:

One working day unless the reply requires further consideration and investigation

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Customer Relations

Submission of Complaints:

Name of Service

Submission of Complaints

Description (Simple
Explanation of Service):

Customers’ interactive platform with DED to listen to them
and receive their comments on service provided to them

Service Category & Type:

Sub-service
Procedural
Establishment

Service Beneficiary:

Individual
Company

Phone number or email to contact customer

Required Documents:

Purchase invoice (if any)
Makani number (of establishment against whom complaint
is made)

Customer submits an inquiry to DED’s Complaints &
Suggestions Division via the following communication
channels:
1. Government Contact Center on toll free number 80070

Steps for Receiving the
Service
(Customer Journey):

2. DED’s Email: info@ajmanded.ae
3. Ajman Government Contact Center through Uniform

Government Service Guide available on
www.ajmanded.ae

4. DED’s website through via the link: www.ajmanded.ae

by filling out online form

5. DED’S Smart Mobile Application Ajmanded

Customer Relations
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Terms & Conditions:

N/A

Fees:

Free of Charge

Service Correlation with
other Services:

N/A

Partners (Service Plan):

N/A

Service Delivery
Channels:

Website
Smart Application
Government Contact Center

242

Service Code:

ADED-CRD-PR-01

Service Delivery
Duration:

One working day unless the reply requires further consideration and investigation

Limitation of the
Service:

N/A

Customer Relations
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